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CHAPTER 1. 
PROBLEM, JUSTIFICATION AND SCOPE 
Statement of the problem.-- The purpose of this study 
is to obtain the students• opinions of chemistry in college, 
or in high school and college. All students whose opinions are 
sought are taking first-year chemistry in college. 
Justification of the problem.-- The present trend of 
today's society demands more understanding and talent in the 
field of chemistry. This trend is brought about by more jobs 
available for chemists and more students who are qualified to 
. ·;.11 
learn chemistry due to the exploding populations. Howell 
points out that the chemical indus·try will be short 93,000 
chemists in 1965. This shortage is not created by lack of 
?J 
student material. Conant states, uThe percentage of youth 
c:J attending a college or univers~ty has jumped from 4 to 35, 
and at the same time, the percentage enrolled in grades elev-
n 
en to twelve of the high school has about doubled." In spite 
l/ J. R. Howell, "Student 1957 - Chemist 196511 ,- School. Science 
and Mathematics (June, 1958), 58:446. 
gj James Bryant Conant, The American High School Today, Mc-
Graw Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1959, p. 6. 
-1-
0 
0 
0 
2. 
11 
of the above figures, Frasch indicated that the percentage 
of student enrollment in high-school chemistry has decreased 
by 2.6 per cent in 1890 compared ~th 1956. The answers to 
how many students plan to concentrate in chemistry and to 
why more students are not continuing chemistry may be found 
by asking them directly. 
Scope o£ the problem.-- Nine colleges in the greater 
Boston area participated ·in this study. All students taking 
a first-year course in chemistry at a four-year college were 
questioned with the exception of those who were absent at 
the time this survey was made. 
11 Joseph F. Frasch, 11A Look at Secondary Schools, 11 Educa-
tion Administration and Supervision (July, 1958), 44:220. 
0 
0 
CHAPTER II. 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
1. Pre-College Exposure to Chemistry 
Method ~or evaluating high-school chemistry.-- A true 
evaluation o~ high-school chemistry was not revealed in the 
literature. Aspects pertaining to the laboratory such as 
value o~ time used, laboratory manual, equipment, experiences 
and lack o~ experience was expressed in terms o~ isolated 
studies or generalizations by educational observers. One 
reason ~or ~ot making overall generalizations regarding high 
11 
schools was expressed by Conant as ~ollows: 
"Indeed, I am now convinced that it is impossi-
ble to obtain in~ormation on which one could 
generalize about the success or ~ailure o~ the 
American high school in regard to the education 
o~ any group o~ children. There are t~o many high 
schools o~ too many types, and I doubt if any pro-
cedure can be worked out by which a meaning~ul 
sample can be drawn from the 21,000 public high 
schools." 
This le~t the investigation of evaluating high-school chemis-
try a problem to be solved by isolated studies. 
Value o~ time spent in the high-school chemistry labo-
ratory.-- Some investigators have sho1vn that the value o~ 
laboratory time was such as to encourage its length. Conant 
1/ James Bryant Conant, The American High School Today, Mc-
Graw Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1959, p. 16. 
-3-
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.11 
recommended that: 
11A seven- or eight-period day may be organized 
with :periods as short as,forty-five minutes. Under 
such an organization, laboratory :periods as well as 
industrial arts courses should involve double 
:periods." 
gj 
Anderson supported the value of laboratory time in his study 
of 56 Minnesota high schools. He equated the number of labo-
ratory hours with final examination marks in chemistry and 
concluded that students with the more laboratory hours achieved 
significantly more on the final examination than those with 
less laboratory hours. Knowing that there were many lengths 
of laboratory :periods and types of students, there was evidence 
in favor for increased time spent in the laboratory. 
of the hi h-school manual.-- One of 
the :points stressed by Weaver and Webb was that earnest, in-
tensive laboratory work should exist in every high-school chem-
istry course. It seemed from evidence that the laboratory 
manual was a way to achieve the above goal. In the study of 
!V 56 Minnesota high schools by Anderson 91 :per cent of chemistry 
1/ James Bryant Conant, The American High School Todax, Mc-
Graw Hill Book Co., Inc., New Yorlc 1959, p. 65. 
gj Kenneth E. Anderson, 11 Science Instruction and'The Labora-
tory," School Science and Mathematics tMay, 1949), 49:367-370. 
:2/ E. C. Weaver and H. A. Webb, 11 Future of High-School Chem-
istry," Journal of Chemical Education (August, 1951), 28:430. 
~ Ande~son, op. cit., p. 368. 
I 
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5. 
teachers used laboratory manuals. Yet, not all laboratory 
manuals were designed for the best of students' achievements • 
.11 Heiss, Obourn and Hoffman pointed out the following: 
"r.[uch of the laboratory work done in our present 
system is open to serious criticism because in many 
cases it consists of little more than a pupil going 
through a set of motions following directions of a 
1 cook-book recipe 1 type. 11 • 
gj 
The mere busy~work of the laboratory lms not its ~urpose, but 
the laboratory 'should be a place where a~pupil may take a 
question or a hypothesis and test them under controlled condi-
2/ 
tions.' This conclusion was supported by Roe who stated: 
"How many other· boys would have turned 'to science 
if they had e~er discovered the possibility that 
they, personally, could become scientists? Much o£ 
6ur educational system seems designed to d·iscourage 
any attempt at·finding things out for oneself, but 
makes learning things others 'have £ound out, or 1 think 
they have, the major goal." 
The laboratory manual had an important function as a guide to 
.. 
·both teachers and students, but there were manuals which abused 
the fundamental goals of laboratory instruction. 
Availability of equipment,-- The problem of lack of 
equipment has been cited in the literature and actual evaluation 
1/ Elwood D. Heiss, Ellsworth S. Obourn and Charles W. Hoff-
man, Modern Science Teaching, Macmillan, New York, 1950, p. 163. 
' 
gj Ibid., 'p. 117. 
2/ Anne Roe, The Making of a Scientist, Dodd, Mead and Co., 
New York, 1953, p. 82. 
0 
0 
0 
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.1/ 
of existing equipment.has been made. Kercheval sent a 
questionnaire to reveal reasons for lack of a chemistry pro-
gram and received replies from 251 Iowa:::'high schools which 
did not offer any chemistry course. Fifty per cent of them 
stated that the expense was the limiting factor in providing 
equipment and a laboratory. In addition, 55 per cent felt that 
there was no community demand for chemistry. Since expense in-
fluenced the existence or nonexistence of chemistry, there 
was a question to what degree laboratories were hurt by lack 
of equipment. 
gj A study of the 56 Minnesota high schools by 
Anderson showed that 49 per cent of the instructors rated 
supplies as 'excellent', 46 per cent as 'fair' and 5 per 
cent as 1poor'. A similar study was conducted in 400 Cali-
2/ 
fornia high schools by McRary who reported that equipment 
was 'very good' in 39 per cent, 'satisfactory' in 47 per 
cent and 'needed improvement' in 14 per cent. In two states 
there was some deviation as to availability of equipment. 
Value of laboratory experience.-- There were given 
many reasons for value contributed by the laboratory e~pe~ience • 
.1/ James 1'1. Kercheval, "'Why is Chemistry Not Taught in More 
Schools?n, Journal of Chemical Education (Octobert 1953), 30: 
497. . 
gj Anderson, op. cit., p.·368. 
2/ Willard L. McRary, 11 Chemistry Instruction in California 
High Schools," Journal o£ Chemical Education (March, 1957), 
34:140. 
0 
0 
0 
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Seventy-one teachers.of high-school chemistry named a few 
educational values from the laboratory experience for a Com-
.1/ 
mittee ~regress Report and were as follows: 
"1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Acquirement of manipulative skill (laboratory 
technic). 
Concrete, or first-hand knowledge through 
direct contact with the material studied. 
Training in habits of accurate observation. 
Cultivation ~f·ability to reason and draw 
conclusions. · 
Development of'initiative and resourcefulness. 
Increased interest. 
Training in habits of accuracy and neatness. 
Appreciation of the scientific method of 
thinking." 
This list was practiqally duplicated when the teachers from 
56 Minnesota high schools indicated the chief functions of 
I gj 
a laboratory in the study by Anderson Only such words 
as theory, scientifi~ principles and scientific attitude 
were added. 
In addition to specific educational values, expe~i­
mentation could attract the talented youngster. According 
21 
to Cole 
1./ Committee Progress Report, "Order of ~recedence of Labo-
ratory Work and Recitation in High-School Chemistryn, Jour-
nal of Chemical Education (October, 1928), 5:313. 
gj Anderson, op. cit., :p. 369~ 
2/ Charles C. Cole, Jr., Encouraging Scientific Talent, Col-
lege Educational Bo~rd, New York, 1956, p. 126. 
0 
0 
c 
0 
11When it (the laboratory) is well conceived, 
it can be instrumental in giving a talented 
youngster self confidence and the realization 
that he has the capabilities to go forward 
in some line of experimental work." 
11 
8. 
The results sholv.n by Smith from a study of 120 Lake Vi~w 
high-school students in Chicago indicated that they had the 
ability to work alone with profit in the laboratory especially 
when their mental ability scores were high. 
In addition to the evaluation by high-school chemis~ 
try teachers and by able students which indicated the value 
of the laboratory, there was also support by the regular ~tu-
, gj 
dents. A study by Bowers showed that information obtained 
from the laboratory work was retained longer than from the 
" 3_/ 
text book. Another study was made by Horton with the pur-
pose of relating test results of high-school students with 
. ' 
laboratory work. Although the question of appropriate tests 
was in doubt, the purpose of the chemistry laboratory was 
supported for the students indicated a preference for individ-
\i:a.";J!. work. 
11 Herbert R. Smith, 11 The Laboratory Study of Chemistrytt, 
Journal of Chemical Education (April, 1925), 2:231-234. 
gj W. G. Bowers, nThe Advantage of Laboratory Work in the 
Study Of Elementary Chemistry", Journal of Chemical .Education 
(November, 1924), 1:205-209. . · 
2/ Ralph E. Horton, Measurable Outcomes of Individual Lab-
oratory Work in High-School Chemistry, ~eachers College 
Columbia University, New York, 1928, pp. 1-103. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Absence of high-school experiments in chemistry.--
Without experiments in chemistry, the educational values 
mentioned in the Committee Progress Report would not be 
11 
achieved very easily. Cole stated as follows: 
"When laboratory experience is lacking or 'When. its 
relation to the course is perfUnctory or uninspired, 
even the brightest student is not likely to get the 
encouragement he needs to maintain a lively inter-
est in some field of science.u · 
Perhal)s the greatest di.sadvantage for lack of experiments 
was the loss of able students who never had the opportunity 
. '., y 
for appreciating experimentation in chemistry. Rakestraw 
expressed his view for the need of able students by stating, 
"We know· very well, • • • that our great need is 
not merely for more scientists and engineers, but 
for more exceptional top-notch men in these fields 
- indeed in all fields of endeavor. Superior in-
telligence, superior accomplishment, must be sought 
and striven for. w 
Thus, the absence of high-school experiments in chemistry 
could prove to be a serious situation. 
2. College Exposure to Chemistry 
Need for interest.-- Questions regarding the students' 
attitude toward the study of chemistry, desire for taking the 
course, regrets for taking the course and attitude toward 
1/ Cole, op. cit., p. 126. 
gj Norris w. Rakestraw, "Chemical Education- Then and Now", 
Journal of Chemical Education (January, 1958), 35:19. 
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laboratory experiments reflected the interest o£ the stu-
dents. ~he importance for a positive interest was stated 
11 by Bester, 
n~ffective teaching presupposes a vivid and deeply 
felt interest on the part of the student. Learn~ 
ing involves effort, and genuine incentives a~e 
necessary if anyone is to engage in sustained and 
productive labor. External pressures, rewards and 
penalties, competitive rivalry, and the like - pro~ 
vide incentives of a sort, and these ought not to 
fall into disuse • • • If he is to use his mind 
effectively throughout his life, the incentives 
must come from 1vi thin himself. 11 
A key importance was attached to motivation in a study pub-
lished for the Commission on Financing Higher Education and 
gj 
written by Hollinshead 
"Motivation, or lack of it, has more to do with 
college attendance or nonattendance than any other 
single factor." 
According.to educators interest is a vital factor in the stu-
dents' development. 
Attitude toward the stud~ of chemistry.-- According 
to a few studies one of the first problems of a student was to 
. 
acquire the ability to do intensive study. This was reinforced 
. 21 
by an investigation of high school as stated by Oonant, 
1/ Arthur E. Bestor, Educational Wastelands, University of 
Illinois Press, Illinois, 1953, p. 48. 
gj ~ron s. Hollinshead, Who Should Go to College, Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1952, p. 43. 
2/ Conant, op. cit., p. 20. 
0 
11 • 
"It was clear from what the teachers said that 
only a fraction of the boys and girls in the 
school in question were able to study effecively 
and rewardingly a wide program of advanced mathe-
matics, science, and foreign languages," 
11 
MacCurdy sho"t-red in his investigation o:t 600 scientifically 
oriented college students of I.Q. range-around 140 that they 
were interested in scholarly pursuits sunh as the study of 
. . 
courses for school, science studies or projects and study 
,. gj ' . 
of mathematics. In Roe's study of 64 leading scientists, 
most of them enjoyed school and studying too •. Thus, the 
more successful students indicate a liking for studying. 
Regret for ta~ing chemistry,-- Reasons given for lack 
21 
of proper attitude for chemistry vras suggested by :S:end:ricks· 
who stated: 
"His (the Student's) indifference in class and 
lecture room, 'his cookbook laboratory performances, 
and his mediocre attainment in terms of grades are, 
in all probability, his protests against a sy~tem 
of itlstruction which gives him no share in its 
selection and organization." 
r • ' 
This comm~nt reflected a completely negative attitude toward 
chemistry and a pr.obab~e reason for taking a negative position. 
11 Robert Douglas MacCurdy, "Characteristic~ of Superior 
Science Students and Their Own Sub-Groups," Science Education 
(February, 1956), 40:3-24. . 
gj Roe, op, cit., p. 23 • 
. 
21 B, Clifford Hendricks, "The Varied Objectives in Science 
Courses in General Chemistry", Journal of Chemical Education 
(June, 1942), 19:265. 
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Understanding gained from doing laboratory experiments.--
1/ 
Adams listed the objectives for laboratory instruction as 
was approved by over 100 colleges. They were as follows: 
"a) develop the ability to make observations, in-
terpret and draw conclusions from observed facts, 
b) develop the ability·to use simple scientific· 
instruments and manipulate apparatus, · 
c) develop the ability to keep a record and write 1 
a satisfactory report, 
d) develop the attitude of drawing conclusions only 
from obse~vable or accepted data, 
e) qevelop the habits of accuracy, honesty, self-1 
Deliance, cleanliness and orderliness in the 
Iaboratory, 
' 
' ' 
f) satisfy the students• curiosity and provide ex-
perience to develop latent interests, 
g) provide opportunity for instruction." 
I ' f 
Students who misunderstottd the function of the laboratory 
would fail to recogniz~ the above objectives. 
3. Future Plans for Chemistry 
Decision to be a scientist.-- Many investigations have 
been made recently seeking to predict the selection of 
1/ c. S. Adams, 11 The Importance of Laboratory Work in Gen-
eral Chemistry at the College Level", Journal o:f Chemical 
Education (June, 1942), 19:226. 
0 
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potential scientists because there was a need for them. 
1/ Cooley devised a method by which potential scientists could 
gj 
be identified by multivariate statistical methods. Cooley 
has recommended also to outline major principles for predict-
ing the potential scientist in five stages which would be 
. 
used or would add to the understanding of the developing 
21 
scientist. He stated that the major principles, "do have 
some theoretical or experimental basis but which require fur-
ther exploration.'' Some attributes for prediction involved 
development o~ specific skills, a high interest in science 
activities and sufficient introversion to endure long labora-
tory periods. 
Time for deciding to be a scientist varies. In a 
study o£ 64 leading scientists it was disco~ered by Roe: !11 
"When did these men make their deeision to become 
the sort of scientist they did? Over half o~ them 
made it during their junior or ·senior years in 
college, but some made the decision in early child-
hood and some as late as the second year of grad-
uat.e school. u 
.1./ William W. Cooley, "Identifying Potential Scientists: 
A Multivariate Approach," School Science and Mathematics 
(May, 1959),.59:381-396. · 
gj William W. Cooley, "Attributes of Potential Scientists", 
Harvard Educational Review (Winter, 1958), 28:1-18. 
21 llli·' p. 9. 
!11 Roe, op. cit., p. 79. 
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y 
A Slightly different finding was found by Visher who found y 
that from 93 questionnaires answered by starred chemists 
52 specialized in their science before the age of 19, 31 
between the ages of 19-22, 7 between the ages of 23-26 and 
~ 
3 above the age of 26. MacOurdy, who studied the winners of 
Science Talent Search, discovered that they'reached a deci-
sion in elementary school with natural aptitude and interest, 
with a chance to explore the unknown and to extend human 
knowledge.' Thus, a decision to be a scientist occured at 
most anytime during his educational prog~am. 
Plans for a career in chemistry.-- The following stud-
ies favored the student who has decided his chosen field so 
that the potential scientist could develop to his maximum y . . 
capacity. At college Crawford evaluated 1397 Yale students 
according to degree of orientation 'as follows: 
"Those who came to college with some definite aim, 
giving the question of a life career and of their 
fitness therefore serious consideration, and who 
kept their aims in mind, made definitely superior 
1/ Stephen Sargent Visher, Scientists Starred 1903-1943 In 
American Men of Science, The Johns Hopkins Press, 1947, p. 52. 
gf A starred scientist is one who has received votes for 
having done sufficient notable research to merit being classed 
among the leaders in his research £ield. 
2/ MacCurdy, op. cit., p. 23. 
Y Albert Beecher Crawford, Incentives to Study, Yale Univ-
ersity Press, New Haven, 1929, p. 58. 
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scholastic records. Those, on the other hand, 
who had no such purpose made distinctly lower 
records." 
11 A similar co~clusion'was made by Ashley who stated: 
"It is not always possible to predict the career 
Q~ such men, although it is no surprise ~o say 
that in general the ~uture trajectory of a man's 
_ career - whether as an organizer and leader or as 
an individual investigator, inventor or research 
worker - will usually rise higher, extend !arther, 
and show more conspicuously as the training he 
brings with him is more elaborate and extensive. 11 
The chance ~or choosing a major field in college was gener-
ally chosen successfully. In a study made by Havemann and 
15. 
y 
West from 9064 graduates both young and old of 1037 colleges, 
three out of four students said they were satisfied with 
. 
their college courses and the remainder were dissatisfied. 
It was best for the student to know what his aims were while 
he achieved ~is education. 
4. Chemistry !or Future Students 
Reguirement of chemistry in high school.-- Many edu-
cators have studied the positive and negative aspects of 
high-school chemistry. This course has been studied ~rom many 
points o~ view such as measurements of high school and col-
lege marks, student pmeferences, student failures, high-school 
11 Samuel B. Q. Ashley, "Educational Preparation for a Career 
in Chemistry", Journal of Chemical Education (June, 1952),29:313. 
gj Ernest Havemann and Patricia Salter West, They Went to 
College, Harcourt, Brace and Co., New York, 1952, p. 127. 
0 
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chemistry credits in college, special courses £or nonmajors 
and contribution of chemistry to leading scientists. Some 
evidence that was collected before the Second· World War 
was not supporting evidence for a chemistry course, but after 
that time the evidence was decidedly in favor of a chemistry 
course. 
Eight separate studies compared the results of high 
school with college chemistry grades. The results from 
these investigations varied depending upon the emphasis of 
.1/ 
the study. Fry studied the semester grades of 776 students 
during the period between 1911-1922. Two-thirds of these 
students had high-school chemistry. His results indicated 
. ' 
that the previous course in chemistry had not enhanced the 
~----........._, . gj' 
grades in college to any marked extent. Steiner compared 
the records of first-year chemfstry students of Oberlin 
College with those having a high-school chemistry back~ 
,2/ 
ground had a better chance to have good grades. Hoff's. 
1/ Harry Shipley Fry, 11 Questions Relative to the Correla-
tion of College and Hi~h-School Chemistry Courses", Journal 
of Chemical Education (April, 1925), 2:260-269. . 
gj L. E. Steiner, 11 Contribution of High-School Chemistry 
Toward Success in the Col1ege Chemistry Course," Journal of 
Chemical Education (March, 1932), 9:530-537. . 
2/ A. G. Hoff, "Effect of the Study of High-School Chemis-
try Toward Success in College Chemistry", Journal of Educa-
tional Reserve (March, 1957), 49:539-542. 
0 
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recent study involving 340 college students taking general 
chemistry showed that a high-school background has no sig-
' -· 
nificant beneficia~ effect of grades in college, but that 
there was a 50 per cent chance of achieving the same grade 
11 in college. Carlin recently studied the marks of 800 stu-
dents taking college chemistry with and without combinations 
of high-school physics and chemistry and equated· them on the 
basis of raw 11 Q" and "T" scores attained on the American 
Council of Educational Psychological Examination. The most 
significant results were that high-school chemistry was a 
contributing factor to success in the first semester of the 
?:1 ' 
college chemistry course. Brown reported in 1926 the grade 
analysis of 2330 students at Iowa State College and concluded 
that most students obtaining 85 per cent or above in all college 
' 21 
chemistry courses have had high-school chemistry. Martin 
analyzed a plan over several years at Purdue Unive~sity which 
separated the students with and without high-school chemistry. 
1/ John J. Carlin, "Do Courses in Chemistry and Physics of 
the High-School Level Contribute to Success in Beg~nning 
College Chemistry", Journal of Chemical Education (January, 
1957), 34:26.. . . . 
gj F. E. Brown, 11 Separate Classes in Freshman Chemistry for 
Pupils who Present High-School Credits in Chemistry," Journal 
of Cliemical Education (March, 1926), 3:301-306. . 
2/ F. D. Martin, "A diagnostic and Remedial Study of Fail-
ures in .Fresbman Chemistry," Journal of Chemical Education 
(June, 1942 ) , 19: 27 4-276.. . . · 
0 
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This method rms unsatisfactory because there was too great 
a variability in quality and quantity from various high-
school courses and a penalized feeling from students who 
were forced to do harder work due to high-school credits. 
ll 
Thompson from a study of 5338 entering midshipmen of the 
Naval Academy over a period from 1948 to 1953 discovered 
. gj . 
that: 
uThe chance of failure was three to four times 
as great for those who have not had previous ehem-
istry as for those who present it upon entrance. 
The chance of passing the course "with distinction" 
as shown in the Naval Academy data is nearly ten 
times as great for those who have had previous 
college chemistry as for those who have had no 
chemistry; and four times as great for those with 
high-school chemistry." 21 ' 
McQuary, Williams and Willard studeed 516 general-c~emistry 
students at the University of Wisconsin and discovered that y 
they were 'as a group superior in high-school rank, mean 
percentiles of A.D.E. Total Score, A.C.E •. Q score, 
1/ Earl w. Thompson, "With and Without Secondary-School 
Chemistry", Journal df Chemical Education (July, 1953), 30: 
353-355. 
gj Thompson, ~., ·p. 135. 
2/ John P. McQuary, Henrietta v. Williams and Johh B. Wil-
lard, "What Factors Determine Student Achievement in First-
Year College Chemistry?u, Journal of Chemical Education 
(Septe~ber, 1952), 29:46o-462. 
!±/ Ibid., p. 462. 
19. 
c=J A.C.E. L Score, reading comprehension ~core, score on 
science achievement and score on mathematical achievement.' 
0 
0 
0 
The overall impression of the eight studies in regard to 
performance in freshman chemistry was largely influenced by 
the quality of the students and the quality of the high-
school chemistry course. 
Students' interest in chemistry was largely effected 
11 
by previous attitudes. Leader showed recently that from 
the responses of 101 college students taking a science 
survey course, they ranked.chemistry last as measured by 
150 terms embodying six scientific areas. He also discovered 
that chemistry ranlted last when evaluating interest to 
value of biology, astronomy, meteorology, geology and phy-
Y 
sics. Edwards and r1ilson ''studied the results of 177 high-
school students from the Anderson Chemistry given at two 
separate times, a four-point scale of interest in the human-
ities and the Terman-McNemar I.Q. Test scores. They stated 
21 
that: 
.1/ W. Leader, "Estimation of Science Interests and Their 
Use in Curriculum Construction", Science Education (Decem-
ber, 1958), 42:444-453. 
gj Edwards, T. :Bently and Alan B. Wilson; ".The Association 
Between Interest and Achievement in High-School Chemistryn, 
.Educational and Psychological Measurement (Winter, 1959), 19: 
601-610. 
21 ~- p. 609. 
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"A more realistic appraisal of the diff'e:rence 
is that the average gain of the students' in-
terested in the humanities, ove~ a year's in-
struction in chemistry,·is about 82 per cent 
of the ~verage gain of' students interested in 
science." , 
Evidence from these studies seemed to indicate that interest 
in chemistry vms beneficial when the quality of students 
and of the course were properly regulated. 
Since high-school chemistry had such a mi~ed success 
11 from many investigations, it was understandable why Conant 
stated: 
uTo accomodate students who are interested in 
science, but do not have the required mathematical 
ability, two types of chemistry courses should 
be offered. For entry into one, at least a C in 
algebra and tenth-grade mathematics should be re-
quired. The other course should be designed for 
pupilg with less mathematical ability. The stan-
dards even in.this second course, however, should 
be such that those with less than average ability 
willlhave difficulty passing the course." 
The major consideration in Conant's recommendation was that 
there should be a good high-school chemistry course which rms 
constructed for able students and another chemistry course 
which was constructed for less able students. 
Ho"t.Y important was chemistry to the high-s.chool student? y 
A study was made by Visher who analyzed 136 questionnaires 
1/ Conant, op. cit., p. 73. 
g( Visher, op. cit., ]• 92. 
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received from starred chemists and concluded: 
II e e • nearly a third Of the Starred SCientiStS 
reporting believed their high-school training 
contributed much to their later achievement, while 
somewhat more than a third considered that it 
contributed little. Nearly two thirds considered 
that their college training contributed much, and 
less than one-twelfth thought that it was of little 
value to them. Graduate training was of much 
value to nearly all. 11 
Again, this was another example for support of a good chemistry 
course at the high-school level. 
Requirement of chemistrz in college.-- The require-
ment of chemistry in college seemed to depend on the decisions 
o£ the faculty, on the quality of the course and students' 
ll 
objectives. A recent study by Vanderryn consisted of 
gathering views and experiences from 251 departments in various gj . 
colleges; He summarized: 
uThe philosophical conviction that a good course, 
fundamental in nature, properly taught, may be the 
best for all the students. 11 
21 Another study by Crawford of 1397 Yale students recommended 
that the requirements and electives of courses in terms of 
. 
major field, time spent in various courses, degree of intel-
lectual effort depended upon meaning and unity within the 
lf Jack Vanderryn, "The Teaching of Chemistry to Nonmajors: 
A Survey", Jolll'nal of Chemical Education, (l'!Iay, 1958), 35: 
256-259. 
gj Ibid., p. 277. 
2/ Crawford, op. cit., pp. 93-114. 
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students• programs without which would loose the educational 
value. Thus, the requirement o£ a good chemistry course in 
college was recommended ~or all those who felt it contributed 
to their educational program. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF PROCEDURE 
Location of colleges.-- The Greater Boston Area was 
selected for this survey. There were several reasons for this 
choice of location. First, there were nine colleges which 
offered a degree for majoring in chemistry over a four-year 
program. Second, it was possible for the sam~ person to talk 
with all students in this survey. Third, the students who 
were qualified for this survey numbered 1704 which represented 
an adequate sample. In summary, this location was chosen for 
the number of suitable colleges, the convenience for one in-
vestigator to reach all the students surveyed and the number 
of 1704 students which was sufficient in the survey. 
There were ten colleges within a 20 mile radius from 
Boston that met the qualifications for this survey. Permis• 
sion to include students in the survey was obtained from nine 
colleges because the tenth college did not grant permission. 
Junior colleges and other institutions only preparing for 
non-scientific fields were omitted. All of the colleges 
studied had four years of requirements for science majors, 
had tully equipped chemical laboratories and had at least one 
member on the staff with a doctorate degree in chemistry. 
One investigator visited the nine colleges to contact 
each student, to explain the importance o£ this survey and to 
-23-
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clarify confusion that arose ~rom the questions. As many as 
ten different trips were made to one college in order to reach 
all students qualified £or this survey. The advantage for 
having one investigator was that the same or similar exp~ana­
tions were given at each visit. This was important so that 
the results'were as consistant as possible. 
From a theoretical point of view 1704 students are 
calculated to be a large enough sample for meaningful results. 
11 
Based on Hollinshead's figures 50 per cent of the students 
starting college are predicted not to complete their college 
.gj 
program for various reasons. According to Knapp and Goodrich 
' o~ the remaining 50 per cent, 44 per cent of this group may 
major in chemistry. The 44 per cent is based on the study 
of students all majoring in science. Using the above figures, 
the maximum number of chemistry majors in this study of 1704 
students could.be 375. The assumption for reaching this fig-
ure is that the number o£ students who have already dropped 
out is balanced by the students who do not plan to major in 
science. I£ this assumption is right, more than 50 ~er cent of 
the 1704 students will complete four years of college and less 
1/ Byron S. Hollinshead, Who Should Go to College, Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1952, p. 11. 
gj R. H. Knapp and H. B. Goodrich, Origins of American Scien-
tists, The University of Chicago Press, Illinois, 1952, p. 15. 
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per cent will major in chemistry because not all students are 
science majors. The number, 375, exceeds the number of stu-
dents questioned in eight of the colleges in this survey. 
Method of reaching students.-- Certain conditions had 
to be fulfilled in this study. An important factor was that 
as little of the students• time as possible was used. The 
colleges granted permission providing that not too much stu-
dents' time be taken from the class or laboratory periods. 
The time chosen from either the class or laboratory periods 
depended on the easiest schedule bot~ for the invest~gator 
and the students. All students were reached in the laboratory 
or class periods. 
The conditions were paretically the same in the labora-
tory or class. When the investigator arrived, about 10 
minutes of the students' time was devoted to this survey. 
The investigator explained the purpose, the scope and method 
of answering the questionnaire. A questionnaire was pre-
sented and answered by each student. Immediately after each 
student completed the queetionnaire, the form was returned to 
the investigator. Both class and laboratory groups ranged 
in sizes from 10 to 100 students. 
No student was allowed to keep the questionnaire to an-
swer later. This was made a rule by the investigator to 
avoid pitfalls. One reason was to eliminate a possible con-
spiracy by the students to invalidate the questionnaire with 
0 
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pre-set answers. The second reason was to make sure all stu-
dents who received the questionnaire returned it. 
It is possible that all students taking a freshman 
course in chemistry at the nine colleges participated in this 
survey which assumes that all students were present in the 
class or laboratory periods. It is possible that some stu-
dents were absent. The schedules for meeting the students 
are such that all the students qualified for this survey are 
theoreticllly reached. Since the instructors do not keep 
attendance in all cases due to the size of the group, the 
number of students absent is nGt ltnow.n. 
Time of year for collecting data.-- The data were 
supplied by the students during the months of April and May 
in 1958. A sampling at this time omitted students who flunked 
or dropped out during the first semester. One trip was made 
to each college for seeking permission to present this ques-
tionnaire to the students and arranging a schedule of class 
and laboratory periods for presentation. After the initial 
visit, from one to ten additional visits were made to each 
college in order to reach all qualified students. 
Description of colleges.-- There was a request from 
the colleges to keep the results anonymous for the identi£i-
cation of the results with each college was not the purpose 
of this survey. Therefore only broad generalizations cou~d 
be made for the colleges. No distinction was made between 
0 
0 
0 
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universities and colleges in·this study. Each college was 
identi£ied by small letters, namely, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, 
.l} 
and i. Colleges a, d, e, f, h and i were coeducational 
while colleges a, c and g were attended by women only. 
. . . \ 
There were three large colleges, f, h, and i with enro~lments 
from 10,000 to 18,000 students and six smaller colleges with 
enrollments from 500 to 1,800 students according to figures 
gj 
obtained from Lovejoy. The number of f~rstMyear chemistry 
students found were in college a, 146; college b, 297; 
college c, 66; college d, 95; college e, 66; college£, 126; 
college g, 137; college h, 215; and college i, 589. The 
only broad generalizations made were coeducational or women 1 s 
colleges, student enrollment and number of students answering 
the questionnaire for each college. 
Description of questionnaire-forms.-- There were ·three )./ 
forms of questions identified as Form 1, Form 2 and Form 3. 
Form 1 which was designed for students 1~th high-school chem-
istry and Form 2 which applied to those ~ith no high-school 
chemistry were given simultaneously. Form 3 was developed 
1/ The diagram showing the number of students associated with 
each form of questionnaire and their college may be seen on 
page 28. 
gj Clarence E. Lovejoy, Lovejoy 1 s College Guide, Simon and 
Schuster, New York, 1959, pp. 147-156. 
2/ Foxms 1 2 and 3 of the questionnaire may be seen in the 
Appendices ''A", "B" .am 11 C" respectively. 
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DIAGRAM 1 
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH FORM OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
AND THEIR COLLEGE 
1'35 students in colleg~ a 
278 II tl II b 
688 students 62 II II II c 
Form I who have had II II II d 67 hioh-school 
II II II 
chemistry 28 e 
19 14 II II f 
99 II II II 0 
1704 student~ 
takinn their 118 students 
.., Form 2 h h 
-first chemistry-o~-----w o avl!l had -colleges (a-g) 
course in no chemistry 
collega in high 1chool 
1 1 721 stud~nts ~ 70 students in collegs f ~who hava had 172 " u 11 h laboratory work • 
in high school 479 11 11 11 
Form 3 
177 stu,jents -f 24 students in college f 
•a• 
'--who he: .e had 43 " u n h 
no laboratory 11 11 u in high ~chool II 0 
0 
0 
0 
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y 
later for brevity, compactness and improvement. Forms 1 
and 2 were presented to the smaller colleges except for a 
small class in college 'f' and Form 3 was presented to the 
three larger colleges 'f', 'h', and 1 i'. 
In Forms 1 and 2 there were a total of 22 questions 
for the purpose ot similar appearance and of equal time for 
answering. Twelve of the questions were similar in both 
forms. The other ten questions referred to the laboratory 
experience or their lack of a previous laboratory as the case 
might be. All questions were followed by blanks for filling 
in the appropriate responses. Form 1 was completed by 688 
students and Form 2 by 118 students. 
Form 3 was presented to the students in the three 
larger colleges. It was necessary to change Forms 1 and 2 
because of the need for saving time both for the students 
and the investigator. Time was saved in several ways. Forms 
1 and 2 were combined on one paper so that the need for dis-
tributing the right form to the appropriate student was avoided. 
Some questions were eliminated which made all students answer 
1/ A basic change was made in Form 3 to eliminate confusion~ 
After Forms 1 and 2 were pre~ented to the students, one per 
cent or seven students indicated they had -high-school chem-
istry, but had a laboratory period less than 40 minutes a week 
or'not at all. Form 3 differentiated between having labora-
tory periods or not rather than chemistry classes so that pre-
vious experiences were totally consist~nt. 
0 
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13 identical questions, four additional questions for those 
~ho had laboratory in high school and one additional question 
for those who had no high-school laboratory experience. Blanks 
appeared at the beginning of each question which enabled the 
investigator to check the responses more rapidly. Since one 
~orm was used for 898 students, 721 students answered four 
-questions applying to laboratory experience and 177 students 
answered one question ap~lying to lack of previous laboratory 
experience. 
Method of compiling data.-- An orderly system for re-
cording the answers was devisede After all 1704 forms were 
collected, they were assembled in three piles according to 
type of form. A code number was assigned to each students' 
name starting with 0001 and ending with 1704. The students 
were grouped according to their colleges. The responses were 
copied on 11 by 17 inc~ paper which accomodated up to 50 stu-
dents with their answers to each question. The answers were 
indicated on this paper by 1 0 1 , meaning no; 1 11 , meaning yes; 
'2', meaning sometimes; or a dash meaning unanswered. The sum 
of each response for each question was totaled for each college 
and recorded on summary sheets in order to calculate the per-
centages for the responses. Then the responses were grouped 
according to the same question and typed into tabular form 
for this thesis. The results were compiled into 56 table~,with 
each divided according to Forms 1, 2 or 3e The responses 
0 
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to each ~orm were separated throughout because some questions 
were entirely di~~erent, some with slight change o~ wording 
and some omitted entirely because the groups o~ students were 
dissimilar by previous chemical background and by total popu-
lation in college. 
Grouping o~ studentse-- A grouping system ~or students 
was devised because Forms 1, 2 and 3 were di~~erentiated accord-
ing to students' p~evious experience in chemi~try. Five di~~er­
ent groups o~ students ~rom the various colleges were formed. 
Group A consisted of 688 students ~rom seven colleges, a-g, ·who 
have had chemistry in high school and answered Form 1. Group· 
B consisted o~ 118 students ~rom·seven colleges, a-g, who have 
had no chemistry in high school and answered Form 1. Group 0 
consisted of 721 students ~rom three colleges, ~, h and i, who 
have had previous laboratory work in high school and answered 
Form 3 'A': Group D consisted o~ 117 students !rom three 
colleges, ~' hand i. who have had no previous laboratory work 
and who answ~red Form~ 'B'. Thus, the groups, A, B, 0 and D 
totaled 1704 students and group E summarized groups 0 and D. 
Description o~ auestions.-- The questions were grouped 
into ~ive sections. The sections were pre-college exposure, 
college exposure, time involved, ~ture plans ~or chemistry 
and ch~mistry requirement. The section on pre-college expo-
sure applied mostly to groups A and 0 which were students with 
high-school experience. One question in this section was asked 
from groups B and 0 to discover feelings toward missing 
0 
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laboratory experience. The section on college exposure was 
divided into classroom and laboratory points of view. The 
portion on the classroom point of view was on attitudes, moti-
vation for chemistry, and interest. The portion on the labora-
tory point~! view was on interest, attitude, value, habits, 
influence of odors and laboratory supplies. The section on 
time-involved was directed mostly to group B who had no high-
school chemistry and it was on talking, hunting for equipment, 
overtime, value of experiments and completion of experiments. 
The section on future plans consisted of the possibility of 
' 
taking courses and making. chemistry a career. And the last 
section was on the requirement of chemistry in high school 
and college. These qu~stions were presented with the pur-
pose of obtaining the students' evaluation of chemistry in 
college, or high school and college, and of Jcnowing their 
fUture plans in chemistry. 
Provision for calculating percentage of error.-- The 
foTms were designed so that errors in answers could be detected 
for all groups of students. Similarly-paired questions were 
asked in each form. If a student answered similarly-paired 
questions illogically, then the answer to the question was 
considered an erroneous answer. The number of students answer-
ing a similar-paired question erroneously is divided by the 
total number of students who answered the similarly-paired 
question. The answer is calculated under the above conditions 
and gave the percentage of error. Similarly-paired questions 
0 
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were repeated in all three forms in order to calculate the 
percentage of error for all 1704 students. In addition, 
similarly-paired questions were devised ind~vidually for each 
form so that the percentages of error in Forms 1, 2 and 3 were 
calculated individually. As a result a total of £our percen-
tages of errors in the forms were calculated. 
0 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
1. Calculation of Errors 
Error Calculated in Form 1.-- Two questions in Form 1 
which were set;1up to prove consistency of answers and as a 
measure of reliability of response were directed to 688 stu-
dents in group A and were as follows: 
6. Did your high school have adequate equipment? 
14. Do you think that your school (not college) 
needs more chemical equipm~nt?· 
Both questions were answerable by ~' ~ or were undecided. 
Illogical pairs were indicated by a student indicating ~ to 
both snswers or expressing an opinion to one answer while 
indicating indecision about the other answer. Twenty stu-
dents gave illogical responses to these questions. The error 
calculated from the above results was three per cent. 
Error calculated in Form 2.-- Two questions in Form 2 
which related to the 118 students in group B were constructed 
for error measurement. An error measurement is made when the 
answers o£ the two questions are inconsistent. The total 
number of students answering these questions is divided into 
the number of students answering inconsistently to calculate 
the percentage of error. These sentences were as follows; 
-34-
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2. Do you have enough time to complete your chem-
ical experiments in the time alloted during 
your laboratory period? 
35. 
B. Do you usually complete your experiments befor~ 
the laboratory period is over? 
When the student indicated that he or she had enough time to 
complete the chemical experiments in the time allotted during 
the laboratory period and said he did not usually complete 
the experiments before the laboratory period is over, this 
was considered inconsistent. Fifteen students stated ~ for 
question 12 1 and ~ for question '8 1 which indicated an in-
consistent response. Two students stated ~for question 1 2 1 
and ~ for question '8' which also indicated inconsistency. 
Thus, 17 students made errors. A 14 per cent error was cal-
culated in Form 2 by this process of error m?asurement. 
Error calculated in Form 3.-- There were two questions 
in Form 3 directed to the 898 students in group E and were as 
follows: 
8. Do you think that all students should be re-
~uired to take chemistry before coming to 
college? 
10. Should all students be required to take chem-
istry in high school? 
. 
Both questions were answered by ~, ~ or were undecided. 
Question '8' applied to college bound students while question 
1 10 1 applied to all high-school students. If college-bound 
. 
students were not required to go to college as answered by 
~' then the requirement for all students going to college 
must be answered ~ or otherwise the answer was illogical. 
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Twenty-~ive students answered illogically. The error ~or Form 
3 was three per cent. 
Error calculated ~or Forms 1, 2 and 3.-- The same 
two questions were included in all three £orms and were as 
follows: 
Are you planning to take more courses in chemistry? 
Do you think that you might make chemistry a career? 
It was illogical £or students not to plan on taking more 
courses in chemistry as indicated by n& to the first question 
and to think that they might make chemistry a career as in-
dicated by ~ to the second question. A total of 12 out of 
1704 students gave illogical answers. This made the error 
less than one per cent for the three forms combined. 
2• Pre-College Exposure to Chemistry 
l Va~ue of Time Spent in the High-School Chemistry Labnra-
tory.--·value was attributed to the laboratory in high-school 
chemistry by students taking £irst-year college chemistry • 
. 
The majority of, students in this group from a total of nine 
colleges felt that time spent in the high-school laboratory 
was not a waste. Of 688 students who took chemistry in high 
school, the percentages of those who answered Form 1 ranged 
from 68 to 84 with a mean of 82 per cent. The majority o£ 
721 students who answered Form 3 also indicated that they be-
lieved that the laboratory was not a waste of time. The mean 
percentage of this study was 73. These results indicated 
0 
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that laboratory experiences are signi£1cant in the students' 
opinions. 
Quality of the High-School Laboratory Manual.--
These two grou~s of students answering Form 1 and Form 3, how-
ever, do seem to feel that improvements could be made in the 
laboratory manual. Many of the totai number sampled, 1409 
students, were divided as to the value of the type of work 
that the manual expected. From 36 to 55 per cent of the stu-
dents in each college felt that the manual consisted only of 
blanks to be filled-in or was similar to a cook-book. The 
' 
opinion expressed by one of the college groups, consisting of 
19 students who were non-science majors, was inconsistent with 
that o£ the other college groups for only 21 per cent of this 
college group felt that the manual was similar to a cook-book. 
Since there are 1409 in total population of this study, the 
·results from 19 students represents less than one per cent of 
the whole group. Forty-one per cent of 1409 students described 
the manual they used as consisting of blanks to fill in, or 
much like a cook-book. 
Availability of Equipment.-- Another important con-
sideration in the laboratory-value survey was whether there 
had been adequate equipment and whether there had been a need 
for more equipment. The ranges among negative answers con-
cerning adequate equipment are from 14 per cent to 35 per cent 
with a mean of 30 per cent. Presumably those who were negative 
0 
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on adequate equipment might also think that their high school 
needed more equipment. The percentages o£ those who definitely 
thought that more equipment was needed are from 42 per cent 
to 66 per cent with a mean of 65 per cent. Both questions were 
answered by the same group o£ 688 students. The mean results 
show that 30 per cent of the students said they did not have 
adequate equipment and that 55 per cent de£initely indicated 
that the high-school needed more equipment. 
Value of Laboratory Experience.-- The value of pre-
college laboratory experience was considered also. Students 
numbering 1409, the same as those who answered the previous 
questions, largely said that laboratory experience was helpful. 
The percentages of affirmatives ranged ~rom a low of 61 per 
cent ·to 82 per cent with a mean of 74 per cent. The mean per-
ce.~tage of 74 per cent indicating the pre-college laboratory 
experience was helpful, agreed closely with the mean percen-
tage of 77 per cent indicating that the laboratory period in 
high school was not a waste of time. 
Absence of High-school Experiments in Ohemistry.--
As the above paragraphs indicate, the majority of the sample 
' 
approves of the time spent and of the experiences obtained in 
a high-school laboratory. How do the students who did not 
have high-school laboratory experience think about missing this 
experience? In the group of 118 students sampled, 31 per cent 
did not feel that they 'missed' anything by not having had a 
high school chemistry laboratory period. Another group 
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numbering 177 students had similar results with 33 per cent 
reporting negatively to the question. About one third of 
the students in the combined group seemed to indicate that 
laboratory experience is not necessary for success in chem-
istry in college. 
Regardless of the group, students questioned, and the 
kinds of experiences in chemistry they have had, the final 
results appear to be in close agreement. On the one hand, 
about three quarters of the students who have had laboratory 
in high school indicated that there is value in this experience; 
on the other hand, one third of the students with no previous 
laboratory experience and who are now taking chemistry in 
college indicated that they had not 1 missed' anything by not 
doing chemistry experiments in high school. Groups of stu-
dents that had taken and had not taken laboratory in high 
school, from nine different colleges, all showed similar 
opinions in this survey; the results are consistent. 
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Value of time spent in the high-school chemistrl laboratory.--
Tables 1 and 2 show the percentages of opinions concerning 
the value of spending time in the high-school chemistry lab-
oratory. These tables are separated because the first group 
of 688 students answered the original form of questionnaire 
and another group of 721 students answered an improved form 
of the questionnaire. 
TABLE 1. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
FornL 1 and who "Felt" or "Did Not Feel that Time Spent in 
the l're.lcollege Chemistry Laboratory was a Waste" or nwere Un--
decided." 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number o:f 
Students res l\lO unuec~ueu 
J1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
a 135 15 84 1 
b 278 18 82 
-
c 62 ~ 16 82 2 
d :67 24 76 0 
~ 28 21 79 0 
f 19 32 68 0 
g 99 16 84 0 
0 
0 
0 
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TABLE 2. 
Percentages o£ Opinions Expressed by 721 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and vrllo "Fel t 11 or "Did Not Feel that Time spent in the 
Pre-College Chemistry Laboratory was a Waste 11 or 11Were Unde-
cided". 
Percentages o:f Opinion 
College Number o:f 
· Students Yes No Undecided 
J1) _(21 (3) (4) (5) 
:f 70 26 74 0 
h 172 24 56 1 
i 479 24 74 2 
. 
Analysis: Tables 1 and 2 show tbat about three quarters o:f 
the students :felt that time spent in the high-school chemistry 
laboratory was not a waste. The mean percentage o:f the total 
o:f 1409 students was 77 per cent who answered negatively to 
the question. 
42. 
Quality of the high school laboratory manual.-- Tables 3 and 
4 give the percentages of students' opinion regarding their 
laboratory manuals. One group of 688 students answered Form 
1 of the questionnaire and another group numbering 721 stu-
dents answered Form 3. 
TABLE 3. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by Students who Answered 
Form 1 and vrho "Thought, Sometimes Thought" or "Did Not 
Think that the Laboratory Work was Similar to a 'Cook-book' 
Style or Merely Filling in Blanks" or "Were undecided". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
(1) _(2) (3) (4) (5) (g_) 
a 135 42 5 47 6 b . I 278 36 4 ' 53 8 
... 
' 62 I 37 5 - . 56 21 c 
d 67 55 3 33 9 
e 28 36 7 ' 46 1 1 
f 19 ' 21 0 . 58 21 
g 99 47 8 42 2 
0 
0 
0 
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TABLE 4 •. 
.Percentages of' Opinions ·E:&:pressed by 721 Students who Answ·ered 
Form 3 and "t'l"ho uThought, Sometimes Thought" or "Did Not Think 
That the Laboratory Work was Similar to a 'Cook-book' Styl·e or 
Merely Filling in Blanks" or "Were Undecided". 
. Percentages o£ Opinion 
College 1\fum"ber o£ 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecide 
( 11 _( 2) (3} _ (4) _( 5J _ (6) 
. 
:r 70 41 10 46 3 
h 172 ' 41 22 36 1 
i l 479 ' 42 10 46 2 
• ' 
Analysis: Tables 3 and 4 show that about tw·o f'i:fths of the 
students definitely thought that the laboratory work was 
similar to a r ecole-book' style or merely filling in blanks. 
The mean percentage of the total of 1409 students liaS 41 
per cent who answered affirmatively to the question. 
d 
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Availability of equipment.-- Tables 5 and 6 indicate the 
percentages of opinions regarding the availability of labora-
tory equipment in high school. Table 5 is concerned with the 
problem of adequate equipment. Table 6 is the students' eval-
uation as to whether their high school needs more equipment. 
Both tables are answered by the same group of 688 students. 
TABLE 5. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Thought, Sometimes Thought" or 11J)id Not Think 
that their High School had Adequate Equipment" or nwere Unde-
cided". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number ~o :f, 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
. 
_(1) (2) . (31 L4J _(5) (6) 
a 135 64 2 35 
-b 278 • 65 0 33 2 
. 62 . 74 : 0 . 26 c 
-d 67 63 0 36 2 
e 28 86 0 . 14 
-
f ' 19 ' 84 0 16 -g 99 76 - 24 -
0 
0 
0 
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TABLE 6. 
Percentages o£ Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who 11 Thought 11 or nDid Not Think that their High 
School IIJ'eeded More Equipment" or uwere Undecided". 
:Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecid ed 
(1) (2} (3) (4) (5) 
a 135 54 44 2 
b 278 65 33 2 
c 62 60 37 3 
d 67 66 31 3 
e 28 43 57 0 
f 19 42 47 11 
g 99 47 48 5 
Analysis: Tables 5 and 6 give evidence that the availability 
of equipment in the high-school laboratory should be improved. 
Table 5 shows that 39 per cent o£ 688 students definitely 
thought that their laboratory equipment was inadequate an~ 
Table 6 shows that 55 per cent of the same group of 688 stu-
dents definitely agreed that their high-school needed more 
equipment. 
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Value o~ laboratory experience.-- Tables 7 and 8 give the 
~eelings o~ students regarding their laboratory experience 
in high school. Table 7 records a group o~ 688 students who 
answered Form 1 and Table 8 o~ 721 students who answered 
Form J. Both questions to each group were identical. 
TABLE 7. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Thought, Sometimes Thought" or "Did Not Think 
that their Laboratory Ex~erience before Attending College 
Helped them in Any Way'1 or "Were Undecided 11 • 
Percentages o~ OJ? inion 
. College Number o~ :;· \ ... -.· 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecid 
(1) (2} (3) f4) (5} (6) 
a 135 75 0 24 2 
b 278 . 77 o· 21 2 
c 62 77 2 21 0 
d 67 78 0 22 0 
e 28 61 4 29 7 
~ 19 68 5 26 0 
g 99 82 1 15 2 
ed 
TABLE 8'. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed 1J,~ r~1-:Studenis·;~J:1'30' Answered 
Form 3 and who uThought, Sometimes Thought 11 or 11 Did Not Think 
that their La bora tory Experi·ence before Attending College 
Helped them in Any 1fay" or "Were Und~cided". · 
-
J ~ 
:Percentages of Opinion l t 
College Number o:f J 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecid 
. 
' ( 1 ) _(2) {3) {4) {5) (6) 
_:f 70 64 0 31 4 
h 172 79 0 20 2 
i 479 72 1 27 1 
ed 
AnalySis: Tables 7 and 8 reveal that about three quarters of 
the students thought that the laboratory experience in high 
school was helpful. From a total of 1409 students 74 per cent 
checked affirmatively to the help their laboratory ex~erience 
gave them. 
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Absence o~ high-school experiments in chemistry.-- Table 9 
and 10 express the opinions of those students who have had no 
laboratory experience in high school in respect with the in-
fluence of this omission upon a college course. Table 9 is 
comprised o£ 177 students who have had no laboratory in high 
school and who have answered Form 3. Table 10 consists of 
the results £rom seven colleges o£ 118 students who have had 
no chemistry in high school and who answered F~r.m 2. 
TABLE 9. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 177 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who ''Felt, Sometimes Felt 11 or "Did Not Feel t:b.at 
They have 'Missed' Something by Not Doing Chemistry Experiments 
in High School11 or 11Were Undecidedn. 
Percentages of Opinion 
Oollege Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecide d 
. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5J {6) 
f 24 33 13 42 13 
h 43 49 :9 37 5 
i 110 64 6 29 1 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE 10. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who nFelt" or "Did Not Feel that they have 'Missed' 
Something by Not Doing Chemistry Experiments in High School: 
or "Were Undecided 11 • 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
{1.} (2) {3) (4) -(5_) 
a-g 118 66 .31 3 
Analysis: Tables 9 and 10 show that about one third of the 
students with no high-school laboratory experience felt that 
they have not 'missed' something when taking chemistry in 
pollege. Table 9 indicates a mean 33 per cent out of 177 
students who did not miss the high-school laboratory exper-
ience. Table 10 coincides similarly with the above results 
by a mean of 31 per cent. 
0 
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3. College Exposure to Chemistry 
Another section of this questionnaire embraced the 
problem of what attitudes the students had toward their col-
lege chemistry course and laboratory work. The students were 
questioned at a time when they had completed their first sem-
ester of coliege and had covered nearly half of the second 
semester. Since these students had almost completed their 
freshman year at college, their experience resulted in a re-
liable evaluation. Those who found college chemistry too diffi-
cult were supposedly eliminated at the end of the first semes-
ter-because it seemed foolhardy to continue a subject adjudged 
inc~mprehensible. The object of this study was to ask these 
students directly their attitudes after one college semester 
. of success. 
Attitude toward the study of chemistry.-- From this 
group of 1704 students, the willingness to study chemistry 
was one measure of their attitude toward th~s subject. The 
same question was answered by all 1704 students. The 688 
students who answered Form 1 were 9 per cent indicating that 
they did not like to study chemistry. Of those answering 
Form 2, 118 students, 15 per cent did not like to study chem-
istry. And in For.m 3, 16 per cent of the 898 students did 
not like to study chemistry. The overall average for 1704 
students rms 13 per cent. For those who did like to study 
chemistry, the percentages ranged from 41 to 70 per ce~t. 
0 
0 
0 
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The average £or 1704 students who liked to study chemistry 
'sometimes' ranged £rom 26 to 58 per cent. The answers of 
'sometimes' or 'no' to the question o£ liking to study chem-
istry were interp~eted as a weakness o£ not studying chemistry. 
Desire for taking chemistry.-- The next point shows 
the results of the students' desire to take chemistry in col-
lege. Of the af£irmative answers which indicate those who 
really want to take chemistry in college,.the 688 students in 
Form 1 is 69 per cent, the 118 students in Form 2 results, in 
57 per cent and the 898 students in For.m 3 is 49 p~r cent. The 
total percentage o£ 1704 students answering 'yes' is 57 per 
cent. This compares closely with the figure of 58 per cent 
who liked to study chemistry as measured from the same popu~ 
lation. The percentages £or not really wanting to take chem-
istry range in the individual groups from 14 to 68 per cent. 
The 'undecided' answers do not reach above 5 ~er cent for 
any group so therefore they are not a major £actor to consi-
der. The positive attitude shown by these students is pre-
sent in a little more than the majority o£ this sampled 
population. 
Regrets for taking chemistry.-- The group o£ 118 stu-
d~nt$ answering Form 2 were asked whether they regretted tak-
ing chemistry. Since 70 per cent indicated that they had no 
xegrets in ta~ing chemistry, a previous background of no-
~~b~A~D~ experience does not appear to contribute negatively 
0 
0 
'52. 
to the above attitudes concerning study and desire to take 
chemistry .. 
Interest in the cellege laboratory .. -- Now that an 
investigation o£ the students• attitudes in the chem~stry 
class was done, the next study o£ attitudes was made in the 
laboratory. During the laboratory period, questions were 
asked concerning the students' interest in this work, their 
attitude toward laboratory experiments, a reaction, if any, to 
odors, their evaluation of laboratory experiments, an opinion 
regarding habits and the laboratory supply situation. The 
answers to these questions should give information as to the 
students' overall attitude in the laboratory. 
The students were asked whether they preferred to 
spend the time used in the laboratory doing other things. 
All 1704 students were asked this question. The 688 stu-
dents answering Form 1 and the 898 students answering Form 
3 showed similar responses, 39 per cent and 36 per cent re-
spectively, absolutely indicating that they did not prefer to 
spend the time used in the laboratory doing other things. These 
results ranged in the individual .groups, a through i, from a 
minimum of 25 per cent to 53 per cent maximum. On the other 
nand, the results obtained £rom the 118 students who answered 
io~~ ~ w~~~ h&low the minimum limit of 25 per cent with a per-
centage of 17. In the total summation of 1704 students, the 
mean was 36 per cent. From 5 to 40 per cent in the groups 
0 
0 
wanted to do other things than working in the laboratory. 
Those who felt like doing other things only 'sometimes' 
ranged from 22 to 50 per cent. 
53. 
Although only 17 per cent of the 118 students answering 
Form 1 were.abso~utely positive about preferring to do labora-
tory work over doing other things, another question was asked 
this group which indicated a better attitude toward the labo• 
ratory. The laboratory should be abolxshed, according to 22 
per cent, and 76 per cent indicated the.o~posite view. Since 
only 22 per cent wanted the laboratory ~bolished, the 32 per 
cent who absolutely preferred to do other than laboratory 
work could not entirely advocate the elimination of the lab-
oratory. 
Attitude toward laboratory experiments~- The question 
regarding the enjoyment of doing chemical experiments shows 
more positive results than does the two preceding questions. 
Again all 1704 students were asked the same question. The 
percentages who enjoyed doing che~ical.experiments were as 
£ollows: Form 1 is 59 pe~ cent, Farm 2 is 40 per cent and 
Po 3 is 48 per cent. The total mean from all three forms 
1704 stud~nts was 52 per cent. Those indicating no enjoy-
in doing chemical experiments ranged from 0 to 19 per 
one group, group 't', gave a negative result of 32 
• 
cent which was out-of-line with the other groups. The 
~eu ral feeling regarding this question was that most students 
J 
• 
0 
0 
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enjoyed many experiments and the majority enjoyed all of them. 
Understanding gained from doing laboratory experiments.--
In the population of 118 students answering Form 2 who had no 
high-school laboratory work, 49 per cent felt that understand-
ing chemistry was helped by the laboratory work, 42 per cent 
indicated partial help and 9 per cent no help. Although 40 
per cent of this group enjoyed doing all the chemical experi-
ments, more, 49 per cent, de~initely felt that laboratory 
experiments helped to understand chemistry. 
Desire for independence in the laboratory.-- Another 
question was asked of this same group concerning whether they 
preferred to work in the laboratory when no one else was around. 
Of these 118 students, 66 per cent did not want to work when 
no one else was around, 31 per cent did and 3 per cent were 
undecided. 
The 688 students answering Form 1 were asked about doing 
more investigation of their own in the laboratory. Of these 
58 per cent wanted more independent investigation. 
rn:rluence of odors from chemistry experiments .,J..... The 
question of unpleasant odors was asked to see whether odors 
might be a negative influence. Once again all students were 
asked the same question. The percentages answering Forms 1, 
~ a~~ ) ~e!e 8, 13, and 17 per cent respectively who t~ought 
tnat un~leasant odors bothered them. The,mean of 1704 stu-
dents was only 13 per cent. 
0 
0 
0 
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Adequacy of chemical equipment.-- An inquiry regarding 
chemical equipment was also asked in order to establish the 
degree of a negative influence from this point of view. All 
students were asked about their frequency of not breaking 
glassware. The percentages were as follows: Form 1 showed 
8$ per cent, Form 2 showed 83 per cent and form 3 showed 80 
per cent who did not frequently break glassware. The mean 
result to this answer was 83 per cent. The students were also 
asked about the adequacy of chemical equipment. Seventy-four 
per cent of the 688 students answer+ng Form 1 indicated there 
was adequate equipment and in the groups ua" through "g", they 
ranged from 63 to 97 per cent. The 118 students answering 
Form 2 who had no previous laboratory experience agreed by 88 
per cent that there was adequate chemical equipment. Seventy-
six per cent from the total of 806 students indicated that 
they thought the chemical equipment adequate in their college 
laboratory. 
0 
0 
'/ 
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Attitude toward the study of chemistry.-- Tables 11,- 12 and 
13 present the percentages of opinions in regards to the stu-
dents' attitude toward studying chemistry. Table 11 indicates 
the results obtained from those answering Form 1, table 12 
from Form 2 and table 13 :from Form 3. 
TABLE 11. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Liked, Sometimes Liked" or "Did Not .Like to 
Study Chemistry'.'• 
~ - -.,..-- . - -
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
. 
( 1 ) (2} (3J l4) (&:;) 
a 135 . 57 31 11 
b . 278 68 26 7 
62 ' I 48 44 8 c 
d 67 52 37 10 
e 28 . 57 29 14 
'! 19 11 58 32 
g 99 70 20 10 
0 
0 
57. 
TABLE 12. 
Eercentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Liked, Sometimes Liked" or nDid Not Like to 
Study Chemistry". 
" 
. 
Percentage of Opinion 
College Number of 
StuG.ents Yes Sometimes No 
(1) {2) (3) C4T (5) 
a-g 118 41 44 15 
TABLE 13. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who uLiked, Sometimes Liked" or uDid Not Like to 
Study Chemistry'.'. 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Stu.de:tits Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) ( 2) ( ":) ) (h.' ( t:; ' 
·-
f 94 64 24 1 1 
h 215 66 32 2 
i 589 55 23 21 
Analysis: Tables 11, 12 and 13 show that less than one sixth 
o£ the students did ~ like to study chemistry. From a 
totsl of 1704 students this attitude applies to 13 per cent. 
0 
0 
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Desire for taking chemistry.-- Tables 14, 15 and 16 give the 
percentages of opinions regarding whether the students really 
wanted to take chemistry in college. Table 14 embodies re-
sults obtained from 688 students answering Form 1, table 15 
pertains to 118 students answering Form 2 and table 1p con-
cerns 898 students answering Form 5. 
TABLE 14. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Axe Taking" or "Are Not Taking Chemistry Be-
cause They Really Want to Take It in College" or "Were Unde-
cided". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecid ed 
( 1 ) {2} C3) (~.J (5) 
a 135 60 38 2 
b 278 68 28 4 
c 6~ 76 23 2 
0: 67 75 25 0 
e 28 86 14 0 
f 19 26 68 5 99 76 23 1 5 . 
) 
I 
I 
v 
0 
0 
p 
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TABLE 15. 
Percentages of Opinions Exp,ressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Are Takingr or "Are Not Taking Chemistry Be-
cause They Really Want to Take It in College" o.r "Were Unde-
cided. 
. -- ,_ ~- > "- -
-. . 
-
-
.. 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 } (2) 131 .(4) (5) 
a-g 118 57 41 3 
' 
TABLE 16. 
Percentages o~ Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who 11Are Takingrr or "Are Not Taking Chemistry Be-
cause They Really Want to Take It in College" o.r "Were Unde-
cided." 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes ~To Undecided 
(1) (2} _(31 (4) (5) 
:f' 94 59 40 1 
h 215 74 22 3 
1 589 38 61 1 
Analysis: Tables 14, 15 and 16 show that more than half of 
\10~ students are taking chemistry in college because they 
l ,v ~nt to take it in college. From 1704 students 57 Tea .,\.1) z- E.Z"e pleased with this choice. 
~.:;9..z:- ~.e..z? 
0 
0 
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Regrets for taking chemistry.-- Table 17 shows the percen-
tage of the 118 students who regretted taking chemistry. 
These students have had no previous laboratory experience 
before coming.to college. 
TABLE 17. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and wh0 "Regretted, Sometimes Regretted" or uDid Not 
Regret that They Took Chemistry" or "Were Undecided'·'. 
Percentages of Opinion 
College "Number of . 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
(1) (2) (3) _(4) (5) (6} 
a-g 118 14 15 70 2 
Analysis: Table 17 indicates that 70 per cent of 118 students 
did not regret taking chemistry in college. 
0 
/ 
0 
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Interest in the college chemistr~ laboratory.-- Tables 18, 
19 and 20 reveal the percentages of 1704 students who would 
~refer to spend the time used in the laboratory doing other 
things. The results from Form 1, 2 and 3 are presented in 
tables 18, 19 and 20 respectively. Table 21 indicates the 
percentages o~ those who thought that the laboratory should 
be abolished. This table is compiled from the results of 
118 students who answered Form 2. 
TABLE 18. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Preferred, Sometimes Pref'erredu or 11 Did Not 
Prefer to Spend the Time Used in the Laboratory Doing Other 
Things" or "Were Undecided". 
College Number of 
Students Yes 
(1} (2} (3) 
, . 
a 135 7 
. b ' 278 25 
c 62 5 
d 67 18 
e 28 39 
f 19 32 
g 99 17 
Percentages of Opinion 
Sometimes No Undecided 
_(41 (5) 
46 52 
43 31 
42 ' 53 
45 37. 
36 25 
42 . 26 
40 42 
( 6) 
.2 
1 
0 
I g 
·o 
I 
I 
I 
' 1 
j 
( 
l 
' I 
j 
\ 
! 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
a 
0 
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TABLE 19. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Preferred, Sometimes :Preferred11 or "Did Not 
Prefer to Spend the Time Used in the Laboratory Doing Other 
Things" or "Were Undecided". 
:Percentages of Opinion 
College Number·of' 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2) { 3) {4) (5) (6) 
a-g 118 32 50 17 1 
TABLE 20. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who "Preferred, Sometimes Preferred" or "Did Not 
Prefer to Spend the Time Used in the Labor~tory Doing Other 
Things'!. or nwere Undecided". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of' -
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2) {3j_ (4J (5) (6) 
f 94 4o 26 33 J:. 
h 215 24 35 41 0 
i 589 42 22 35 1 
' 
0 
0 
63. 
TABLE 21. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Thought" or "Did Not Think that the Laboratory 
Period Should be .A.bolishedn or "Were Undecided". 
- ·-
---
Percentages of Opinions . 
College ___ _ __Num.ber o£-
-
. . 
--
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2J (3) (4) (5) 
a-g 118 . 22 76 2 
Analysis: Tables 18, 19 and 20 show that over one third of 
the students definitely did not prefer to spend the time used 
in the laboratory doing other things. From a total of 1704 
students 36 per cent made the above indication. Table 21 in-
dicates that three quarters of" those with nb high-school lab-
oratory experience,did not-want the laboratory period discon-
tinued6 In other words from 118 students answering Form 2, 
76 per cent thought that the laboratory period should not be 
abolished. · 
a 
0 
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Attitude toward laboratory experiments.-- Tables 22·, 23 and 24 
give the percentages o~ 1704 students who enjoy doing chemical 
experiments. Each table is separated by those who filled out 
Forms 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
TABLE 22. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who 11Enjoyed, Sometimes Enjoyed" or uDid Not·Enjoy 
Doing Laboratory Experiments". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
l1J (2) (3) (41 (5) 
. 
a 135 66 32 2 lb .. 278 49 1 42. 9 
c 6~ 66 34 0 
d 67 69 28 3 
e . 28 61 29. 11 
f . 19 37 32 32 
g 99 72 21 6 
0 
0 
TABLE 23. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Enjoyed, Sometimes Enjoyed" or 11 Did Not Enjoy 
Doing Laboratory Experiments 11 • 
-
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of -
Students Yes Sometimes No 
_( 1 ) {2} (3} {4) (5) 
a-g 118 40 47 13 
. 
TABLE 24. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who "Enjoyed, Sometimes Enjoyed" or ".Did Not Enjoy 
Doing Laboratory Experiments 11 • 
. 
.. 
.Percentages o:f Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (-;.;) ( 2i) 7r:::..) 
. 
f 94 50 31 19 
h 215 53 42 6 
i 589 46 33 20 
,, 
Analysis: Just about one half o:f the students enjoyed the 
laboratory experiments all the time. From 1704 students 52 Per 
cent had no reservations about their enjoyment o:f doing 
chemical experiments. 
c 
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Understanding gained from doing laboratory experiments.--
Table 25 shows the percentages of 118 students who have had 
no previous laboratory work and who were asked about their 
increased understanding of chemistry by performing labora-
tory experiments. 
TABLE 25. 
Percentagesof Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form· 2 and who~'Fel t, Sometimes Felt" or 11 Did Not Feel that 
Doing Laboratory Experiments Helped.them to Understand Chem-
istry!1 
Number oi 
Percentages of Opinion 
College 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (31 _(~) (5) 
a-g 118 49 42 9 
Analysis: Only 9 per cent of the 118 students as indicated 
by table 25 felt that doing laboratory experiments did not 
help them to understand chemistry. 
-
0 
0 
0 
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Desire £or independence in the laboratory~- Table 26 indicates 
the pre£erence ~or working in the laboratory when no one else 
is around. This question was answered by the 118 students 
who £illed out ~orm 2. Table 27 reveals the extent the 
students wish to do mor·e investigation on their own in the 
laboratpry. These results were obtained by the 688 students 
who answered Form 1. 
TABLE 26. 
P~r.centages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Preferred" or 11 Did Not Prefer to Work in the 
Laboratory when No One is Aroundu or 111-Tere Undecided" 
l'ercentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2) (3) (4} (5) 
a-g 118 31 66 3 
0 
0 
0 
68. 
TABLE 27. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Wished, Sometimes Wished" or "Did Not W';Lsh 
They Could Do More Investigation on Their Own.in the Chemistry 
Laboratory" or 11Were Undecided". 
' . 
. 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
-Students Yes Sometimes No Undecide 
{1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) (6) 
a 135 50 2 44 4 
b 278 .. 64 1 33 2 
62 ' 66 2 31 2 c 
d 67 73 2 25 0 
e 28 71 0 25 4 
f 19 ' 32 0 58 1 1 
g 99 38 3 59 0 
v 
Analysis: Table 26 shows that two thirds of 118 students pre-
ferred to have some one else around when they were performing 
experiments. Table 27 shows that over half o£ those answer-
d 
ing Form 1 wished to do more investigation on their ow4 in the 
laboratorye Among 688 students 58 per cent wish~d to definitely 
investigate more on their own. 
0 
0 
0 
In£luence o£ odors £rom chemistry experiments.-• Tables 28, 
29 and 30 reveal ·the influence of odors on chemistry students. 
All three Forms contained this question which reached the 
entire number of 1704 students. ~hese tables dif£er by the 
Forms 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
TABLE 28. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who 11 Felt, Sometimes Felt" or "Did Not Feel that 
Unpleasant Odors from Ohemical Experiments Bothered them Dur-
ing the Laboratory Period". 
Percentages of Opinion 
Oollege 0 Number .o;f. ~·-"'-~,: 
- # ·- -
. 
- -
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) .{2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
a 135 4 57 39 
b 278 13 54 32 
c 62 2 57 42 
d 67 12 39 49 
e 28 4 32 64 
f 19 1 1 37 53 
g 99 1 •25 74 
0 
0 
() 
t) 
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TABLE 29. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who nFelt, Sometimes Felt" or "Did Not Feel that 
Unpleasant Odors from Chemical Experiments Bothered them Dur-
ing the Laboratory Period.'' 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
a-g 118 15 34 51 
1 
TABLE 30. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who "Felt, Sometimes Felt" or "Did Not Feel that 
Unpleasant Odors from Chemical Experiments Bothered them Dur-
ing the Laboratory Period." 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (3) {4) (5) 
f 94 19 32 49 
h 215 7 25 68 
i 589 20 29 50 
Analysis: Tables 28, 29 and 30 pertain to the odor problem 
in the laboratory. They show that unpleasant odors definitely 
b9ther 8, 15 and 17 per cent respectively. From 1704 students 
a mean of 13 per cent felt that odors bothered them during 
experime·~ ts. 
0 
0 
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Adequacy of chemical equipment.-- Tables 31, 32 and 33 show 
the tendency of 1704 students to break glassware. Table 31 
is derived from results obtained in Form 1, table 32 is de-
rived from Form 2 and table 33 is derived from Form 3. 
Tables 34 and 35 pertain to the adequacy of chemical equip-
ment in college. Forms 1 and 2 apply in order to the above 
tables and encompass the opinions of 806 students. 
TABLE 31. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Broke, Sometimes Broke·• or 11 Did Not Break 
Glassware Frequently 11 • 
. ~ 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of --
Students Yes Sometimes No 
(1) {2) (3} {4) ( 5J 
a 135 19 1 81 
b . 278 .14 0 96 
c 62 13 0 87 
d 67 . 8 0 91 
e 28 11 0 89 
f 19 21 5 74 
g 99 20 5 74 
0 
0 
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TABLE 32 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Broke, Sometimes Brokeu or ttDid Not Break 
Glassware Frequently" 
Percentages of Opinion 
CoJ.lege Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
a-g 118 14 . 2 83 
TABLE 33 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and l'Tho 11 Broke, Sometimes Broke" of nDid Not Break 
Glassware Frequently". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number. of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
.C 1 J (2) ' _(3J 1_4)_ (5) 
:f 94 18 6 74 
h 2'15 17 5 79 
i 589 10 9 82 
0 
0 
c 
n 
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TABLE 34. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Thought" or 11Did Not .Thinlc that their College 
had Adequate equipmentu or 11W'ere Undecided 11 • 
College 
Percentages 'of Opinion 
Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2) (3} .(4) (5) 
a 
. . 135 91 2 7 . 
' 
"'-'' -
. 
b 278 63 26 11 
c 62 97 '•0 :·3 
d 67 69 8 24 
e 28 68 21 1 1 
f 19 63 5 32 
g ' 99 90 1 9 
' 
TABLE 35. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who 11 Thought 11 or "Did Not think that their College 
had Adequate Equipment" or "Were Undecided". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number o:f ' 
Students Yes No Undecided 
(1) (2) (3) (4) _(_5J 
a-g 118 88 9 3 
Analysis: Tables 31, 32 and 33 indicate that 88, 83 and 80 
per cent respectively did not break glassware frequently. The 
summation o:f 1704 students was that 83 per cent did not break 
glassware :frequentlye Tables 34 and 35 give ~ercentages of 74 
and 88 per cent indicating adequacy o:f chemical equipment in 
college. From the total o:f 806 students 76 per cent thought 
that there was adequate equipment in college. 
0 
0 
0 
n 
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4. Time Consumed in the College Chemical Laboratory. 
This section is directed to the 118 students who have 
had no h~gh-school laboratory experience. No di~£erentiation 
has been made in the laboratory between this group and those 
who have had high-school training in the laboratory. An 
attempt has been made to see how e~ficiently these students 
with less experience spend their time. 
Amount o£ time talking in the laboratory~-- All 1704 
students were asked whether they frequently talked.during the 
laboratory period. The mean results answering affirmatively 
were of the 688 students, 76 per cent; of the 118 students, 78 
per cent and of the 898 students 55 per cent. The mean aver-
age of 1704 students was 65 per cent. Those who did not talk 
frequently ranged as low as one per cent to 22 per cent in 
the individual groups. Since evidence for talking appears 
to show up in all groups for the majority of students no de-
markation lines between talking and not talking appear in 
results from any of the Forms. 
Time hunting for supplies, time spent in the labora-
tory and time wasted.-- Three other questions were exclusively 
directed to the 118 students. One was concerning their 
time hunting for chemicals and chemical equipment. Only 
seven per cent checked the answer 'yes' which indicated that 
this is a proble~ only for eight students. Another question 
is about spending more time in the laboratory than the time 
0 
0 
() 
n 
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allotted. Forty f'ive per cent spent "overtime" in the labora-
tory. A third question was regarding their opinion of the 
value of laboratory work. Only 10 per cent thought that the 
time spent in the laboratory was a waste, while 42 per cent 
indicated that it was a waste some of the time and 48 per 
cent thought it was not a waste. 
Completion of' experiments.-- Fortun~tely another as-
pect of the preceding questi·on was asked of 876 students. 
The question was whether they frequently completed their 
experiments before the laboratory period ended. No mean re-
sults were calculated because there was a wide f'luctuation 
among the individual groups. Such a situation strongly hints 
that each college sets its own standards for the length of 
experiments.· Those results from the groups answering 'yes' 
ranged from 19 to 71 per cent. Those answering 'sometimes' 
ranged from five to 50 per cent and those answering 'no' ranged 
f'rom 0 to 53 per cent. In spite of the inability to establish 
signif'icant means, there is·some evidence that the 118 stu-
dents do not complete their experiments before the laboratory 
period is over. The high percentage of 58 indicating non-
completion of experiments before the period is over is higher 
than any type of measure of this sort. 
0 
0 
0 
n 
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Amount of time talking in the laboratory.-- Tables 36, 37 
and 38 are concerned with the frequency of talking in the 
laboratory. Table 36 pertains to the 688 students answering 
Form 1, table 37 concerns the 118 students answering Form 2 
and table 38 gives the results of 898 students answering 
Form 3. 
TABLE 36. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Talked, Sometimes Talked" or uDid Not Talk 
Frequently with thei:r Neighbors During the Laboratory Period" 
or"Were Undecided". 
- -
- ~- --- -
-
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of .. 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
+ { 1) 1 (2) (3) (4j_ (5J ·.(6_) 
' 
a 135 73 16 12 0 
b . 278 85 5 8 2 
' 62 63 13 21 3 c 
d 67 87 6 6 2 
e 28 ' 50 "18 18 0 
f 19 8L~ 5 5 5 
g 99 62 14 22 2 
0 
0 
() 
n 
TABLE 37. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "T.alked, Sometimes Talked" or 11 Did Not Talk 
Frequently with Their Neighbors During the Laboratory Period~ 
or "Were Undecided 11 • 
.. - . 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of _ 
.. 
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
(1} (2} (3} (4} T51 (61 
a-g 118 78 2 20 1 
. 
TAELE 38. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who"Frequently, Occasionally"or"Never Talked with 
their Neighbors During the Laboratory Period" • 
.. ._. ... 
. 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Frequently Occasionally Never 
(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
. 
I 
f .. 94 52 47 1 
h 215 
' 
49 49. - . 2 
1 589 58 41 1 
-
' 
. 
Analysis: Tables 36; 37 ~nd 38 give the indication that about 
two thirds of the students talk frequently in the laboratory. 
A mean of 65 per cent of 1704 students talked frequently in 
the laboratory. 
0 
0 
·n 
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Time involved hunting ~or chemicals and chemical eguipment.--
Table 39 summarizes the results of 118 students who were 
asked about the time spent hunting for chemicals and chem~ 
ical equipment. 
TABLE 39 .. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Spent, Sometimes Spent 11 or "Did Not Spend 
Most of their Time Hunting for Chemicals and Chemical Eqttip-
mentn or "Were Undecided". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number o.f - -- - -- ·- ~- ·- -~ - -
-
Students Yes Sometimes No Undecided 
( 1 ]_ (2) L31 (4) (5) (6) 
a-g 118 7 34 59 1 
-
Analysis: Table 39 shows that only 7 ~er cent of the 118 stu-
dents spent most of their time hunting for chemical supplies. 
0 
0 
n. 
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Laboratory time spent in addition to the assigned laboratory 
period.-- Table 40 reveals the results obtained from 118 
students who often spent more time in the laboratory than 
the time allotted. 
TABLE 4o. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Student~ who Answered 
Form 2 and who nspent, Sometimes Spentu or "Did Not Spend 
l.fore Time in the Laboratory than the Time Allotted". 
-
Percentages o:f Opinion 
College ..-Number .af -·-· 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
a-g 118 45 4 51 
Analysis: Table 40 indicates that :five ninths or 45 per cent 
of the 118 students spend overtime in the laboratory. 
0 
0 
0 
n 
Value of laboratory time.-- Table 41 points out the percen-
tages of 118 students who thought that the time used in the 
laborator1 was a waste. 
TABLE 41. 
80. 
Percentages of Opinion Expressed by· 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Thought, Sometimes Thoughtu or ttDid Not Think 
that the Time Spent in the Laboratory was a Waste". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number o;f 
-
- ~ 
- - - -~"· - . - . - -- ~ 
Students ---Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) _(2J (3) (4) ('3) 
a-g 118 10 42 48 
Analysis: Table 41 shows that only 10 per cent o£ the students 
thought that time in the laboratory was wasted. 
0 
0 
n 
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Completion o£ experiments.-- Tables 42; 43 and 44 give the 
results of whether the time in the laboratory period is suffi-
cient for completion of experiments. Table 42 presents the 
results obtained from 688 students who answered Form 1. 
Both tables 43 and 44 reveal the findings of 118 students 
who completed Form 2 and concern similar aspects of the ade-
quacy of the laboratory period. Table 43 deals with the 
question o£ completion of experiments before the ~aboratory 
period is over while table 44 slightly differs by having 
enough time to complete experiments. 
TABLE 42. 
Percentagesof Opinion Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Completed, Sometimes Completed" or "Did Not 
Complete their Experiments Before the Laboratory Period Ended 11 • 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) {5) 
a 135 50 36 13 
b 278 . 3i 50 20 
c 62 71 29 0 
d 67 24 48 28 
e 28 25 29 46 
:f 19 19 33 48 
g 99 19 27 53 
0 
0 
0 
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TABLE 43. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Have, Sometimes Have 11 or 11 Do Not Have Enough 
Time to Complete their Chemical Experiments in the Laboratory 
Time Allotted" • 
.. , . ~ ~ - --. ,_ 
Percentages of' Opinion 
Oollege Num-ber of' 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (3) {4} (5) 
a-g 118 . 62 5 33 
. 
l.rABLE 44. 
Percentages o£ Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who 11 Completet Sometimes Completen or "Do Not Co:m.-
plete Usually their Experiments before the Laboratory Period 
is Over". 
Percentages of' Opinion ' 
College Number of' 
Students Yes Sometimes No 
( 1 ) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) 
a-g 118 41 1 58 
Analysis: Tables 4~, 43 and 44 show no consistant trend in 
the various groups. ~orinstance, in table 42 the percentages 
for agreement with the question ranges from 19 to 50 per cent, 
for partial agreement 29 to 50 per cent and for no agreement 
0 to 53 per cent. Table 43 shows that 33 per cent of 118 stu~ 
dents do not have enough time to complete experiments in the 
time allotted and table 44 shows that in this same group 58 per cent do not usually complete their experiments oefore the 
period is over. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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5. Future Plans for Chemistry 
Two questions were asked in the questionnaire con-
cerning the students' fUture plans in chemistry. The results 
indicated the number of students who 'planned to take more 
courses in chemistry and those who planned to make chemistry 
a career. Such an analysis pointed out the degree to which 
this student population hoped to continue their chemical 
studies. 
Plans for more courses in chemistry.-- The 1704 stu-
dents answered the same question about their intentions of 
taking more courses in chemistry. Exactly 50 per cent among 
the 688 students who answered Form 1 had planned to take more 
courses. Only 31 per cent of the 118 students who had no 
high-school laboratory had hoped to take more courses. 
~hirty-eight per cent of the 898 students who answered Form 3 
had indicated their intention to -take more courses. The 
total result of the three questionnaires s~awed that 42 per 
of the 1704 students were planning to continue with more 
courses. 
The above results ~how the necessity for continuing 
chemistry, but do not give a clear indication of the number 
of students who hoped to make chemistry a career. The 42 
per cent theoretically should not include those who took 
chemistry merely as a college requirement or as an intellec-
tual curiosity because such students would not take more 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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than one course in this subject. This peTcentage of stu-
dents should include those students who need a firm founda-
tion in chemistry in order to pursue many scientific areas 
including chemistry. 
Plans for a career in chemistry.-- Only 22 per cent 
of 1704 students planned to make chemistry a career. Slight 
variation shows up in the individual questionnaires. Twenty-
six per cent of those answering Form 1, 13 per cent answering 
Form 2 and 19 ~er cent o£ those in Form 3 were planning a 
career. This shows that the smallest percentage of 13 was 
made by those who have had no high-school laboratory. The 
total summation is that one half of the students who planned 
more courses in chemistry, plan to continue chemistry for a 
career. 
0 
0 
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Plans for more courses in chemistry.-- Tables 45, 46 and 47 show 
the percentages of students who plan to take more courses in 
chemistry. Table 45 is directed toward the group answering 
Form 1, table 46 applies to those answering Form 2 and table 
47 pertains to Form 3. All three forms contain the same 
question. 
TABLE 45. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who 11Planned" or "Did Not :Plan to Take More Cour.ses 
in Ohemistry 11 or "Were Undecidedu. 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
{1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
a 135 43 53 4 
b 278 . 71 34 5 
c 62 45 53 2 
d 67 46 49 5 
' 
e 28 64 32 4 
f 19 0 100 0 
g 99· I 37 54 8 
0 
0 
() 
() 
86. 
TABLE 46. 
Percentages of Opinion Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who 11Flanned" or "Did Not Plan to Take More Oourses 
in Chemistry" or "Were Undecided 11 • 
...... . 
" 
Percentages o£ Opinion 
Oollege Number of - . . -
Students Yes No Undecided 
. 
{ 1 ) J2) (31 (4) (5) 
a-g 118 31 66 3 
TABLE 47. 
P.ercentages o£ Opinions Expressed by 898 Students vrho An13wered 
Form 3 and who 11Planned, Sometimes Planned 11 or "Did Not Plan 
to Take More· Oourses in Ohemistry 11 or "Were Undecided''. 
Percentages of Opinion 
Oollege Number o:f 
.Students . Yes Sometimes-· No Undecid 
• ( 1 } {2) {3) {4} ' ( . (SJ (6) 
:f ~94 59 2 38 1 
h 215 61 5 .. 33 1 
i 589 26 2 71 1 
Analysis: Tables 45, 46 and 47 show tnat about two :fifths of 
the students planned to take more courses in chemistry. This 
means that 42 per cent of 1704 students planned to take more 
courses in chemi·stry. 
ed 
0 
0 
0 
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Plans for a career in chemistry.-- Tables 48, 49 and 50 reveal 
the percentages of students who plan a career in chemistry. 
Table 48 indicates the opinions of students who comprise 
Form 1, table 49 shows the results of Form 2 and table 50 gives 
the opinions of those answering Form 3. 
TABLE 48. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who 11Mightn or "Might Not Make Chemistry a Career 11 
or "Were Undecided". 
?erqentages o:f Opinion 
College Number of ·-"' 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2) (31 (4) (5) 
a 135 19 79 2 
b 278 ~ -·· "32 66 . 3 
62 ' ·' 21 76 3 c 
d 67 37 61 2 
e 28 29 68 4 
f 19 0 100 0 
g 99 21 75 3 
0 
0 
88. 
TABLE 49 
Percentages o~ Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who "Mi§ht" or nMight Not Make Chemistry a Career" 
or uwere Undecided • 
. . . . . - . 
- " 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of .. 
-Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 ) i2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
a-g 118 13 84 3 
TABLE 50. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who 11 Might 11 or "Might Not Make Chemistry a Career 11 
or "Were Undecided 11 • 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2) _{ 3) _(4) ( 5 ) _ 
f 94 21 78 1 
h 215 21 77 1 
i 589 19 81 1 
. 
Analysis: Tables 48, 49 and 50 show that about one fifth of 
the students plan to follow chemistry as a career. This means 
that 22 per cent of 1704 students might make chemistry a 
career. 
0 
0 
6, Chemistry for Future Students. 
The students answered questions regarding the need for 
a chemistry course in high school and in college. Most of 
the students have had a chemistry course in high school and all 
o£ them one in college. ·These students expressed their opin-
ion of whether chemistry should be taught to all high school 
students and to all high school students who only plan to 
attend college. The students also expressed their opinion of 
whether chemistry should be compulsory for all college stu-
dents. The opinions of those who answered the questionnaires 
indicated the importance of a chemistry course at the secon-
dary and college levels. 
Requirement for chemistry in high school.-- A total 
of 1016 students gave their opinions of whether all students 
should take chemistry in high school or not. From the 118 
students who answered Form 2, 40 per cent thought that chem-
istry should be required for all high school students while 
59 per cent thought negatively. From the 898 students who 
answered Form 3, 44 per cent were in favor for the require-
ment of chemistry in high school while 56 per cent were not 
in favor. An average of 43 per cent from all 1016 students 
thought that ~ high-school students should take a high-
school chemistry course. 
The percentages in favor of a compulsory high-school 
course £or those who were planning to attend college were 
0 
0 
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higher than the requirement for ~ high school students. 
From 688 students who answered Form 1, 52 per cent thought 
that all students should be required to take chemistry before 
going to college. From 898 students who answered Form 3, 
59 per cent thought that all students planning for college 
should be required to take chemistry. In ?oth,groups from 
a total of 1586 students, 56 per cent thought that a chem-
ist~y course for college preparatory students should be 
required. 
Requirement for chemistry in college.-- The require• 
ment for a chemistry course in high school was more popular 
than the requirement for a chemistry course in college for 
all students. Only 15 per cent of the students who answered 
Form 1 thought that all students should be required to take 
chemistry in college and 85 per cent did not agree. Also 
17 per cent of the 118 students who answered Form 2 thought 
that the requirement for chemistry should be compulsory. 
From the 806 s·tudents who answered Forms 1 and 2, 14 per cent 
were in favor of a compulsory college chemistry course. 
0 
0 
("} 
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Requirement of chemistry in high school.-- Tables 51, 52, 53 
and 54 show the opinions of students concerning the require-
ment of chemistry in high school. Tables 52 and 54 pertain 
to students who answered Form 3, table 53 pextains to stu-
dents who answered Form 1 and table 51 pertains to those who 
answered Form 2. Tables 51 and 52 concern the question of 
the chemical-course requirement for all students in high 
school. Tables 53 and 54 apply to students who plan only to 
go to college. 
TABLE 51. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who uThought that All Students Should" of ttshould 
Not Take Chemistry in High School 11 or nwere Undecided 11 • 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 1..,! :· (2) (:3) ( 4) (5) 
a-g 118 40 59 1 
' 
0 
0 
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TABLE 52. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 898'Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who "Thought that All Students Shouldu or "Should 
Not Take Chemistry in High School" or "Were Undecidedn. 
J Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
J 1) (2) _(3) (4) (5} 
f . 94 43 54 
-h 215 40 59 1 
i 589 '45 55 -
TABLE 53. 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
Form 1 and who "Thought that All Students Should" or "Should 
Not be Required to Take Chemistry before Going to College 1' or 
"Were Undecided" • 
. 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 ) (2} (3) J4) - ( 15) 
a 135 52 47 2 
b 278 58 ' 41 1 
. 62 68 29 3 c 
d 67 . 57 40 3 
e 28 39 61 0 
'f . 19 4-7 53 0 
g 99 24 72 4 
0 
n 
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TABLE 54. 
~ercentages of Opinions Expressed by 898 Students who Answered 
Form 3 and who "Thought that All Students Should" or Should 
Not be Required to Take Chemistry before Going to College 11 or 
Were Undecided". 
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number of 
Students Yes No Undecided 
( 1 } (21 (3) (4) (5J 
:r 94 54 45 1 
h 215 42 56 2 
i 589 66 33 1 
Analysis: In table 51, 40 per cent of the 118 students and 
in table 52, 44 per cent of the 898 students thought that all 
students in high school should take chemistry. In table 53, 
52 per cent of the 688 students and in table 54, 59 per cent 
o£ the 898 students thought that chemistry should be a re-
quirement for a pre-college program. 
0 
0 
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Requirement for chemistry in college.-- Tables 55 and 56 
ind~cate the students 1 opin1on regarding the requirement for 
taking chemistry in college. Table 55 is the summary of re-
sults of those who answered Form 1 and table 56 is the sum-
mary of results of those who answered Form 2. 
Percentages of Opinions 
Form. 1 and who u Thought 
Not be Required to take 
cided". 
College Number of 
Students 
( ~1'1 _(21 
a 135 
b 278 
c 62 
d 67 
e 28 
f 19 
g 99 
TABLE 55. 
Expressed by 688 Students who Answered 
that All .Students Shouldu or 11 Should 
Chemistry in College" or "Were Unde-
Percentages of Opinion 
Yes No Undecided 
(3) (4} (S) 
11 87 2 
19 c 79 (1: 
9 90 2 
17 84 0 
11 89 0 
1 1 89 0 
4 94 2 
0 
0 
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TABLE 56 
Percentages of Opinions Expressed by 118 Students who Answered 
Form 2 and who 11 Thought that All Students Shouldu or "Should 
No-t be Required to Take Chemistry in College" or "Were Unde-
cided". 
- "'~~-
Percentages of Opinion 
College Number o£ 
Students Yes No 
(1) _(21 (3) _(4) 
a-g 118 17 83 
Analysis: In table 55, 85 per cent of 688 students who.filled 
out Form 1 and in table 56, 83 per cent of 118 students who 
filled out Form 2 thought that chemistry should not be required 
in college. 
0 
0 
Cl:IAPTER V. 
Sffi~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Summary of the Study. 
The Erocedure.-- The purpose of this study, which was 
to obtain the student'"s opinions of chemistry in college, or 
high school and college, was accomplished by constructing an 
opinion survey which was given to 1704 students who took a 
first-year chemistry course at nine colleges in the Greater 
:Boston Areao 
The analysis.-- The results of the opinion survey were 
analyzed to determine the students' opinions of high-school 
and college chemistry courses, the students' use of time dur-
ing the college laboratory period, the students' plans for 
continuing study in chemistry and their opinions regarding 
the requirement for a chemistry course in high school and 
college. This was accomplished through the use of frequency 
of responses and was·calculated in·~grcentages. 
2. Conclusions of the Study. 
Pre-College exposure to chemistry.-- In this study 83 
per cent of 1704 students took a chemistry course with labora-
tory work in high school. They felt that the laboratory ex-
perience was not a waste of timee They thought that the labora-
tory manuals could be improved; the equipment was adequate, but 
-96-
0 
0 
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more could be used; and in general this experience was a help 
in college. 
It is their opinion that laboratory periods in high 
school are not an absolute necessity for college chemistry 
courses. Improvements can be made in laboratory manuals 
and equipment could be added, but neither suggestion is pre-
dominately indicated by the majority. From the evidence found 
in this questionnaire, it is not absolutely necessary to take 
a high-school laboratory period for college chemistry. 
College exposure to chemistry.-- In spite o~ the fact 
that most of the students liked to study chemistry in college, 
fewer of these students chose this course as one they really 
1vanted to take. Although it is recognized by these students 
that the laboratory is beneficial, there is evidence that 
they considered doing other th~ngs as being more important. 
Nevertheless, they enjoy doing laboratory experiments. There 
is also evidence that the students would like to do more in-
vestigations on their ovr.n in the laboratory. Bothering odors 
in the laboratory and the frequent breakage of glassr~re per-
tain to only a minority of students. The adequacy of equip-
ment in college is not considered a large problem. 
It appears that these college students generally think 
that too much of their valuable time is used in the laboratory. 
No known cause for the above feeling is revealed by this 
0 
0 
n 
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survey. They enjoy studying chemistry and performing labora-
tory experiments. They indicate that they would like to do 
more work on their own. Odors, breakage of glassware and ade-
quacy of equipment are not contributory factors to explain 
why the students' time in laboratory is not more important 
than all other activities. 
Time consumed in the college chemical laboratory.-- The 
questions regarding the time spent in the college laboratory 
were directed to the students who had no high-school labora-
tory experience. Talking was preval~nt among the 1704 stu-
dents, but was more popular in the group with no previous 
laboratory experience. The locating of chemicals and equip-
ment did not consume too much time for the inexperienced 
group. However, it appeared that the inexperienced group .as 
a whole did spend more overtime on experiments than other 
students. Many of the students with no previous laboratory 
experience indicated that the time spent in the laboratory 
was sometimes a waste. There appears to be evidence from the 
above findings that these students would have benefitted more 
in college laboratory work with previous laboratory experience. 
Future plans for chemistry.-- The ~ollege freshman-
chemistry course is mostly composed of students who do not 
plan to take more courses in chemistry. About half of the 
students who plan more courses in chemistry indicate they 
might make chemistry a career. Thus, only a small fraction of 
c 
students, 22 per cent, who take ~reshman chemistry in the 
Greater Boston Area, hope to ~ollow a career in chemistry. 
99. 
Chemistry for ~ture students.-- Chemistry should be 
a requirement for high school students and particularly a re-
quirement for those who plan to attend college according to 
those who answered the survey. The majority o~ students, 85 
per cent from 806 opinions thought that chemistry should 
not be a requirement in college. In summary, the requirement 
of chemistry is more popular in high school than in college. 
Reason for not taking more chemistry.-- The major 
problem for those not planning more courses in chemistry was 
the consumption of time in the laboratory. Experiments, 
odors, breakage of glassware, availability of equipment and 
lack of previous experience in the laboratory were not prob-
lematical. Students recognized the importance of many hours 
spent in the laboratory. But, the time spent in the chemis-
try laboratory appeared to be in conflict with their major 
£ield o£ interest. 
3. Implications for Further Study 
' Specialty of groups.-- An analysis could be made from 
this study to determine the degree of correlation of interest 
in chemistry with the alleged future plans of the students. 
The students could be grouped according to those who plan to 
take one college course in chemistry and to those who plan 
0 
100 .. 
to take many courses in chemistry. Interest could be measured 
in terms of expressed attitude due to desire for taking chem-
istry, to time spent in the laboratory and preference to do 
more work on their own in laboratory.. The object of this study 
would be to discover the relationship if any of attitude with 
stated plans for chemistry. 
Validation of students' future plans.-- A check could 
be made with the students' final outcome at the college or 
university attended. This finding would indicate the degree 
of correlation ·~to the .s:tud'ent ':s~ ori-ginal~ plans., with his final 
accom~lishment. Such a study would also indicate the degree 
of correlation to students' interest with students' future 
plans for chemistry. 
Repeated questionnaire for first-year chemistry students .. --
A periodical check of questioning future college chemistry 
students could be made to compare with the findings of this 
study. The purpose o£ additional surveys of this· nature would 
indicate trends in students' thinking about chemistry. Eossible 
causes for change in trends could be investigated.. Such 
studies would be conducted with the purpose of citing probable 
factors responsible for the improvement of chemistry courses. 
Investigation of chemistry teachers' influence with 
chemistry majors.-- An investigation o£ the degree of teachers-
influence on chemistry majors in college could be made. If such 
an evaluation could be made and were found to correla t·e 
0 
0 
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significantly with students' interest in chemistry, then the 
next step would be to encourage these qualities in the teaching 
of chemistry. 
APPENDIO.ES 
·. 
APPENDIX .A 
FORM I OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
Ey~uation of the Chemistry Laboratories in the Greater Boston Area 
(Questions are to be answered by those who have taken chemistry before going 
to college and who are now taking chemistry in college.) 
Student t s Name: 
College: 
Course: Section: 
Name of·school attended be~ore college: 
I 
Address: 
Date: 
· check one 
........,..high school 
~rivate school 
parochial school 
-
!o Do you believe that the time spent in the pr~~college chemistry laboratory 
was a waste of time? yes___ no 
£~ Do you think that tho work you did in the pre~colloge chemistry laboratory 
was similar to a 1cook-bookl style (merely filling in blanks)? 
3r. Do you like t9 study chemistry? yes_ somutimes_ no_ 
4, Do you enjoy doing chemical exporimunts? yes_ somotiiTlGs_ no 
)o Do you frequently complete your experiments bufor0 tho laboratory period 
ends? yes~ somotimus_ no_ 
6. Did your high school have adequate equipment? yes_ no 
7o Do you frequently break glassware? yes ___ no 
8~ Are you planning to take m~re courses in chemistry? yes ___ no 
9. How many laboratory periods· in high school did you have each week? 
~ (1 period Q-40-60minutes) 
0 1 2_ 3_ 4_ .5_ more than 5_ 
lOo Would you prefer to spend the time used in-the laboratory doing other things? 
yes___ sometimes no 
11. Do you think that you might make chemistry a career? yes ___ no 
1?.~ .Do you think that your·laboratory expuricnce buforu attending collogu helped 
you in any way? yes_ no 
-103-
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·continuation Df Laboratory Study page 2 
l3o In your opinion should your high school chemistry laboratory puriod be: 
_lessened 
unchanged 
-
_increased 
discontinued 
__,_.. 
dd!:• Do you think that your school (not college) needs more chemistry equipment? 
yes_ no_ 
15o Do you wish you cculd do more investigation on your own in tho ch~mistry 
laboratory? y0s___ no 
16~ Do you think that all studvnts-should bu required to take chemistry boforo 
coming to coll8ge? yes __ no 
17. v'Jhcn did you tak'e your last chcmis try cours o? - - · 
1954_ +955-6_ 1956-7_ ( )_ 
18" Docs your college havo adequate chemical equipment? 
If not state briefly what your college noods tho most. 
19.~ Should all students be required to take chemistry in colloge? yes_.. no_ 
20~ Arc you taking chemistry because you really want to take it in coll~~e? 
yGs_ no_ 
21P Do you frequently talk with your neighbors during the laboratory period? 
22c Do unpleasant odors from chemical experiments bother you during the 
laboratory period? 
yes sometimes no 
- --
0 
0 
0 
APPENDIX B 
· , FORM II OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
!valuation of t~e Chemistxy Laboratories in the Gxeater Boston Ar*a 
(Q.u~stions to be anst~terec1 bl? those who have only ·l:aii:en ch.embtcy in college) 
S·<:ude1a·~ c s Na.nw g 
Col1Gge; 
C"urse& Seeti0RU 
Date; 
Dist$etionsg Check one of. tlw answers ne~ to each question Wlless otherwise 
indiea.ted~ 
lo »o vou feel that you have amissed' something by not doirtg chemical expe~iments 
in high 3~hoo1? yes~ no~ 
~o no you havG~ ~nough, time ·~o complet-e you.t Cheaiea1 expe_.riments .in the d;.R<i1 
all.ottad during ytn!r la.boratoey peri04? yes_ no..,_ 
3. Af:e you spenc:i!n~ mast of your time hunting f!or cllaw.ca.! and <:belilical 
enuipment? yes so~ttmen no 
':1 - - ~ 
4. Are you ta1dng clles.istey bet;:euse you rea:U.v want to take it? yes~ 
5. Do you think that doing laboratory expe.r5.uwnts help you to unde%stancl 
ehemist~n? ~es no sometimes ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 
6o Do you think thet all students be requi~ed to take eh~mistry in the high scbeol? 
yes..........,_ no~ 
1c Do you irequently break glass~re? yes~ no 
-
So 
~ .. 
10 
10,. 
u.k 
!2, 
Do you usually eomplete your experiMents before the laboratory period is 
ove~? ~es no v ~ ~~ 
Would vou p~eier. te work in the 1abor$tory when no one else i$ around? 
yes-=- no ___ 
no 
-
no 
- .... 
Would you pr.efer to spend your tima doing oth<iu: things than working in 
the laboztad:Gry? yes___. no_ som.et~s~ 
144 Po rou th:i:tllt ·~hat the time .spent in the la'bora.tocy is a \11'a.Ste of time? 
mometimes yes~ no~ 
-
15 0 In your opinioll does Y'OUr college ha.ve adeqa.~ate chet.'lic;:al equipment? ve~- ne_ 
lf !.'lot state bziefly what chemical equipruent your college needs the moat .. 
-105-
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-C 
16 .. 
17. Do you enjo.y do.ing ehemieaJ. eltperinients? yei3...,._ ~osetimes_ no..._ 
18.. Do you regret that you took ehatll.\stry? y~s- sometimes_ no_,.,..,. 
19 .. Do you often spend more t±me· in t~w 1aboratory than the time allotted? 
.,-es_ .no_ 
Do you l:i.~e ~o study chamist,ey? yes_ sometimes_ no .............. 
106. 
21 .. Do you freq~~ntly talk with your neighbors during th~ labo~tory period? 
' ~s no 
~-
Do unpleaea.n·t odors from c::ltemieal expe.!'i.ments bothe!' you during the 
laborato~ period? 
yes sometimes no 
-- - ~ 
APPENDIX 0 
FORM III OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
Form A 
Date: Studentws Name: 
~lege: 
'o--6urse :(}1"2-)cx-J U. Section: 
Name of Preparator,y School: 
Address of Preparatory School: Check one 
high school 
--- private sqhoo1 
~ parochial school 
Key: Unless otherwise indicated 0 means no, 1 means yesD and 2 means sometimeso 
Check the appropriate responses to each questiono -
0 1 2 1. Do you like to study chemistry? 
0 
-----
1 2 2o Do you enjoy doing chemical experiments? 
0 1 2 3 o Do you break glassware?, 0 = never, 1 = occasionally, 2 = frequently 
0 1 2 3_ 4_ 5_ 4o How many laboratory periods in high school did you have 
- - - each week? (1 period = 40-60 mino) 0 = none 0 1 = 1, etc. 
0 1 2 
---
0 1 2 
0 1 
---
0 1' 
5o Are you planning to. take more courses in chemistr,y? 
6o Would you prefer to spend the time used in the laboratory doing other 
things? 
7• Do you think that you might make chemistry a career? 
8. Do you think that all students should be required to take chemistr,y 
before coming to college? 
0 l 2_ 3_ 4~ 9o When did you take your last chemistry course? 0 =never, 
--- --- i = 1954-5, 2 = 1955-6o 3 = 1956-7 0 4 = ( ) 
0 1 J.Oo Should all students be required to take chemistr,y in high school? 
ry.- 1~ 
--
J.l. Are you taking chemistr,y because you really want to take it in college? 
0 1 2 12. Do you talk with your neighbors during the laboratory period? 0 = never, 
- - - i = occasionally, 2 = frequently 
0 1 2 13. Do unpleasant odors from chemical experiments bother you during the lab-___ 
oratory period? 
Question 14 is to be answered by those who have had no chemistr,y laboratory in high school. 
O ___ 1 ___ 2 ___ 14o Do you feel that you have 'missed,-something by not doing chemistry 
experiments in high school? 
Questions 15-18 are to be answered by those who have had chemistry in high schoolo 
O ___ 1__ 15o Do you believe that the time spent in the high-school chemistry 
laboratory was a waste of time? 
0_.1_ 2_ 3_ 16o In your opinion should your high-school chemistry laboratory be: 
0 =lessened, 1 =unchanged, 2 = increased 0 3 =.discontinued 0 
0 1 
0 1 
2 17o Do you think that the work you did in the high-school chemistry laboratory 
was similar to a 'cook-book' style (merely filling in blanks)? 
18o Do you think that your laboratory experience before attending college 
helped you in any way? 
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APPENDIX D 
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH FORM OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
AND THEIR ~OLLEGE 
135 students in 
II II 
688 students 62 II II 
Form I who have had II II 67 high-school 
II II 
chemistry 28 
19 It " 
99 II II 
1704 students 
takinn their 118 students 
.., Form 2 h h 
-first chemistry-+-;;..;_.;_;;:;,_w o ave had -colleges (a-g) 
course in no chemistry 
collega in high school 
~who have had 172 11 
college a 
II b 
II c 
II d 
II e 
II f 
II g 
in co liege f 
II II h 
I I 721 students ;-f 70 students 
laboratory work 
in high school 479 11 11 II 
Form 3 
177 students -E 24 students in college f 
~a· 
.___who have had 43 11 11 11 h 
no laboratory 11 11 u 
in high school II 0 
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